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THE ECONOMICS OF FARM SIZE IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATE.5 
by Russell L. Berry and William Folkerts 
I. INTRODUCTION 
How much cropland is needed to provide farm settlers with an adequate 
level of living? The purpose of this study is to help answer this question 
by a review of some of the more recent budgetary studies of farm size in 
the seventeen Western States .  However , an answer to this question also 
requires the consideration of some other questions : 
What is an adequate income for a farm family? The significance of 
alternative opportunities ,  the poverty level of income , and the trends in 
farm sizes will be explored in Part II. 
In theory, how does farm size affect costs and net income of farmers? 
Some simple examples will be given in Part III. 
Would a 160-acre homestead provide an adequate income in southern 
Iowa? An Iowa study of farm size will be reviewed in Part IV. 
What size of irrigated farm is necessary for an adequate income? 
What size of dryland farm? Seven studies of irrigated farms in the West 
and four studies of dryland farms will be reviewed in Parts V and VI 
respectively. As these studies soon make apparent, there is no single 
size of farm that will provide an adeguate income for a farm family. 
Farm families ,  like urban families,  vary greatly in size and needs , and 
farms also vary greatly in their capacity to produce any given amount of 
income . 
The question of how much cropland is needed to provide a farm family 
with an adequate income is important since there are several million acres 
of federal public lands that might be homesteaded under one or more of the 
existing homestead acts that limit the number of acres which can be ac­
quired by settlers .  
The homestead acts are a series of statutes enacted by Congress that 
provide for the disposal of land to farmers after certain conditions have 
been met. The first or original Homestead Act of 1862 provided that a 
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graduate student in the Economics Department at South Dakota State 
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qualified settler could acquire 160 acres of land by living on it and 
cultivating it for five years. Under certain circumstances this period 
could also be greatly shortened or commuted by a cash payment. 
Apparently it was assumed by Congress that 160 acres of land were 
sufficient to provide an adequate family living--that 160 acres were, in 
fact, an economically viable unit. There is no doubt that this was true 
in much of the Midwest in 1860. But as settlers pushed westward to the 
lOOth meridian and beyond, it became quite clear that 160 acres were not 
enough to support a family. Hence, Congress repeatedly made efforts to 
enlarge the size of the homesteads allowed. 
The Desert Land Act of 1877 made as many as 320 acres available for 
homesteading provided the land was satisfactorily irrigated within three 
years. In 1890 a bill was passed to limit homesteading to 320 acres west 
of the lOOth meridian, and by 1909 the Enlarged Homestead Act permitted 
homesteading of 320 acres in certain Western States if the land could not 
be irrigated. 
In 1904 the Kincaid Act, which applied only to the Sandhills area of 
Nebraska, permitted 640-acre homesteads. Then, in 1916 the Stock Raising 
Homestead Act was adopted. This Act permitted settlers to homestead 64o 
acres in certain Western States where the land could not be irrigated and 
was suited mainly for grazing and forage crops. 
The Reclamation Act of 1902 permits only 160-acre homesteads on 
irrigated public lands, and this system continues today. Quite often the 
apparent intent of the law is circumvented by another member of the same 
family who takes up an additional 160-acre homestead. Leasing of addi­
tional irrigated land is also permitted. 
Are these acreage limitations in the public interest? If so, why? 
If not, why not? What should be the acreage limitations, if any, if the 
farm family is to have an adequate income? The size of the homestead con­
tinues to be a matter of controversy and was frequently mentioned in the 
public hearings held by the Public Land Law Review Commission in the 
Western States. Hence, there is little doubt that the Commission will be 
expected to make recommendations regarding the size of homesteads. 
The Public Land Law Review Commission was created by Congress to 
recommend to the President and the Congress "such modifications in exist­
ing laws, regulations, policies and practices that will, in the judgment 
of the Commission, best serve to carry out the policy" that "the public 
lands of the United States shall be (a) retained and managed or (b) dis­
posed of, all in a manner to provide maximum benefit for the general 
public." The Commission, having been requested to "study existing 
statutes and regulations governing the retention, management and disposi­
tion of the public lands" for various purposes including intensive 
agriculture or dry and irrigated crop production, authorized this study 
to help fulfill its responsibility with regard to the size of dryland and 
irrigated farms. 
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II. WHAT IS AN ADEQUATE INCOME FOR A FARM FAMILY? 
An "adequate" income is a matter of definition, and any answer is 
more or less an arbitrary value judgment. Yet there is some information 
about costs of family living which should be carefully studied before 
recommendations can be made with regard to the merits of present limits 
on farm size. Certainly, one factor affecting the adequacy of any given 
farm income is the amount that the farmer could make in some alternative 
employment opportunity that may exist for him. 
Alternative Employment Opportunities and Adequate Income 
In a competitive free enterprise economy, supply and demand usually 
determine the price paid for most goods and services,  including labor. 
Agriculture is perhaps the most highly competitive segment of our eco­
nomy, and farm labor rates for hired men are generally set by competi­
tion. But there are still many imperfections in this competition that 
prevent the determination of the value of a farmer ' s  labor and manage­
ment. Because he is an independent entrepreneur, his returns for labor 
and management are largely determined by the amount of his resources 
and by his skill and good fortune in managing them. Moreover, it is 
difficult to separate labor from management and profits since there is 
no direct market price for the farm operator ' s  labor . However , one way 
this can be done is to assume that the operator ' s  labor is worth at 
least as much as that of a hired man. Then by subtracting his labor 
costs as a hired man, the remainder is a return to management or profits. 
The following example may make this clear : 
Gross farm income 
Cash farm expenses 
Net cash income 
Depreciation on machinery 
and buildings 
Net farm income 
Interest on investment in land, 
buildings and machinery 
Return to labor and management 
Labor at hired man ' s  rate 










This example assumes that the farm operator has the alternative opportu­
nity of taking a job as a hired man at $3,000 a year. If so, $3,000 
becomes the "opportunity cost" of his labor to the farm business.  This 
amount may also be the farmer's alternative "opportunity returns" and 
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therefore his "reservation price." Unless he can make $3,000 as an 
independent farmer, he reserves the right to work as a hired man or take 
a job in town. Some farmers have the ability and training and hence, 
the opportunity to enter better paying jobs. Therefore, they have higher 
opportunity costs and probably higher reservation prices. 
The foregoing example leaves unanswered the question as to whether 
or not a hired man's wage is adequate for a farm family. Many would 
argue that it is not--especially since the poverty line is generally 
assumed to be $3,000 in current governmental programs, and mini.mum wage 
laws are now being applied to farm labor. Certainly a hired man's rate 
would seem to be the minimum that any government program seeking to help 
farmers should observe. If the government program does not result in 
income sufficient to give the operator a hired man's wage for his efforts, 
it is doubtful whether such a program can possibly be in the public 
interest. The public interest is generally best served when all resources, 
including labor and management, are employed in their most productive 
manner and are compensated accordingly. 
The Poverty Line and an Adeguate Family Income 
The President's Council of Economic Advisors has been using $3,000 as 
the poverty line of family income for several years. Using this line as 
a starting point, Madden, Pennock and Jaeger point out that the incomes 
needed to meet an economy food plan level for families of different sizes 
and characteristics vary greatly.l As shown in Table 1, a family con­
sisting of only husband and wife could escape poverty with an income of 
$1,244 per year. If the couple has one child under six years of age 
$3,305 would be sufficient, and the amount needed would decline as the 
child became older (Types 3 and 4). 
Should the poverty line be used as a guide in determining the size 
of farm a settler is allowed to create on federal public lands? Perhaps 
the minimum income for farm size determination should be one capable of 
supporting parents and three or four children with the oldest child over 
18 years of age (Types 4 with 5-6 persons). To achieve this income the 
settler would have to make net returns of $5,200 a year for his labor 
and management. How large an acreage would be needed to provide this 
income? As will be shown, the answer varies from State to State and from 
farm to farm. 
1J. Patrick Madden, Jean L. Pennock, and Carol M. Jaeger. "Equivalent 
Levels of Living: A New Approach to Scaling the Poverty Line to Different 
Family Characteristics and Place of Residence," in A Report by the Pres­
ident's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, Rural Poverty in 
the United States, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1968), 
pp. 545-552. 
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Table 1.--Family incomes required by type and size of family for 
economy food plan level in the North Central States, 1968 
Family type and size Farm Urban 
family family 
Type 1 (husband and wife only) $1,244 $1,315 
Type 2 (oldest child under 6 yrs.) 
3 persons 3,305 3,895 
4 persons 3,603 4,232 
5 persons 3,754 4,192 
6 persons 3,874 4,158 
Type 3 (oldest child 6-17 yrs.) 
3 persons 2,623 3,864 
4 persons 3,437 4,660 
5 persons 3,889 5,040 
6 persons 4,215 5,090 
7 persons 4,849 5,650 
Type 4 (oldest child over 18 yrs.) 
3 persons 2,501 3,365 
4 persons 4,243 5,260 
5 persons 5,167 6,334 
6 persons 5,228 6,138 
7 persons 6,358 7,278 
Source: President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty, 
Rural Poverty in the United States, (1968) p. 550. 
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Recent Trends in Farm Sizes in Western States 
Some indication of the size of farm needed to provide an adequate 
income for a farm family can be secured by a study of farm sizes. In 
almost all of the 17 Western States the average size of farms has 
doubled since 1935. In four States the increase has been at least three­
fold (Table 2). Oklahoma had the smallest average farm size in 1964 with 
407 acres. Washington was second with 418 acres and California third 
with 458 acres. In all the other States the size exceeded 500 acres. 
In six, the average size exceeded 1,000 acres. In the ranching States of 
Arizona, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico and Wyoming the farms averaged over 
2,000 acres each. The average size in Wyoming exceeded 4,000 acres. In 
Nevada the average was nearly 5,000 acres and in Arizona over 6,000 acres. 
These differences in size in the different States are largely ex­
plained by the quality of the land, the use of the land, the number of 
part-time farmers and similar factors. Land not suited or available for 
crop production is often used for grazing. The amount of range land 
needed to support a cow may vary from 10 to 100 acres depending upon its 
productivity. Thus even a very modest number of cows would call for 
hundreds or even thousands of acres of grazing land. The kinds of crops 
grown also affect the size of farm. Dryland crop production requires 
many acres of land in the Western States to support a farm family. 
When the land is irrigated, crops of much greater value can be 
grown and more labor and management are required per acre. Hence, these 
farms are usually smaller. 
What is an irrigated farm? The u. s. Bureau of the Census includes 
"all farms reporting any land irrigated." Thus a cattle or sheep ranch 
with a few acres of irrigated alfalfa is an "irrigated farm," and a 
1,000-acre wheat farm that irrigates a few acres of crops is also an 
irrigated farm. Fully irrigated farms that provide full-time employment 
for a farm family in the Western States are about the same size as 
similar farms in the Midwest where the crops produced are comparable. 
Exceptions exist where fruits or vegetables are involved, or when the 
climate permits year-round cropping. However, only a small part of the 
irrigated land in the Western States is used for such intensive crops. 
Hay and pasture are the two major irrigated crops. The feed grains-­
sorghum, field corn and barley--are also important crops (Figure 1). 
The number of irrigated farms as defined by the Bureau of the 
Census in the 17 Western States is shown in Table 3. In the Plains 
States irrigated farms make up only a small percentage of all farms, 
but in the Rocky Mountain States 60 percent or more of the farms have 
some irrigated acreage (col. 2). 
Of particular interest is the size of these irrigated farms. In 
only three States do irrigated farms average less than 500 acres: Cal­
ifornia, 391 acres; Washington,L+20""acres; and Idaho, 436 acres (col. 3). 
However, in only four States does the irrigated land per farm 
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Table 2.--Average size of farms and percentage of increase in size in 
the 17 Western States, by States, 1935-1964 
State 1935 1950 1964 Increase 
-------------acres------------ (percent) 
Arizona 745 3,834 6,262 742 
California 202 267 458 126 
Colorado 471 833 1, 284 173 
Idaho 221 328 516 133 
Kansas 275 370 544 97 
Montana 940 1,689 2, 436 159 
Nebraska 349 423 596 71 
Nevada 980 2,271 4, 862 395 
New Mexico 831 2, 014 3,354 303 
North Dakota 462 630 875 92 
Oklahoma 166 253 407 145 
Oregon 268 340 516 92 
South Dakota 445 674 917 106 
Texas 275 438 691 151 
Utah 203 449 816 302 
Washington 174 249 418 168 
Wyoming 1, 610 2, 729 4, 100 155 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1964 
U.S. Census of Agriculture, vol. 2, chapter 3, p. 250, (figures rounded) . 
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United States, 1959 and 1964 
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Irrigated farms Size of 
Percent of irrigated 
Number all farms f arms--acre� 
442 0. 9 1,791 
1,005 2.0 2,166 
18,833 23.5 639 
5,102 5.5 1,186 
26, 673 3.0 889 
27,114 13.2 1,097 
10,843 40.1 2,349 
22,251 75.0 436 
5, 923 65.5 3,510 
18,317 61.5 1,052 
8,274 58.2 1,738 
4,697 72. 5 4,706 
13,762 87.3 747 
2,018 93.6 3,797 
16,488 36.2 420 
15,869 39.9 840 






















Source: 1964 U.S. Census of Agriculture, Vol. 2, c hap. 9, pp. 915-
Note: An irrigated farm is defined as a farm with any portion of 
its acreage under irrigation. 
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exceed 200 acres. These are Texas, Wyoming, Arizona and Nevada. In 
almost all of the other States the average number of acres irrigated is 
less than 160. To some extent this may reflect the 160-acre limitation 
imposed upon all users of water supplied to federal irrigation projects. 
Farm Income Estimates and Size of Farms 
Another clue to what might be considered an adequate farm income 
is provided by average farm income estimates of the U. s. Department of 
Agriculture reproduced as Table 4. Presented are the realized gross 
farm incomes which include sales, government payments and non-monetary 
returns, and net incomes for the 48 contiguous States. Note particular­
ly the variability in these incomes. Utah had the lowest net income 
per farm with only $2,923 in 1967. In contrast, California had nearly 
$12,000 and Arizona nearly $24,000. In most of the Western States the 
net incomes ranged from about $4,ooo to $6,ooo. 
It is important to realize that a place producing agricultural 
products can be too small or unproductive to support a farm family but 
still may be considered a farm. The U. S. Bureau of the Census states 
that "Places of less than 10 acres in 1964 were counted as farms if the 
estimated sales of agricultural products for the year amounted to at 
least $250. Places of 10 or more acres in 1964 were counted as farms 
if the estimated sales of agricultural products for the year amounted to 
at least $50." There has been no significant change in this definition 
for many years. 
As might be expected many of the "farms" in the United States produce 
very little and so have very little realized net income. This can be 
seen in the following figures prepared by the U. s. Department of Agri­
culture.2 
Farms with sales Under $5,000 
All farms, percent .54 
All sales, percent 7 









Because 54 percent of the farmers receive only 15 percent of all 
net income, it is not surprising that their average net income is only 
about $1,200 a year (Figure 2). Those farmers producing $5,000-9,999 
gross sales are somewhat above the poverty line of $3,000 but do not 
have enough to support a family of three or more children. In contrast, 
the 32 percent of the farmers who produce 85 percent of all agricultural 
sales and receive 74 percent of the net returns have average net incomes 
in excess of $10,000 (Figure 2). 
2 U. s. Department of Agriculture, Farm Income Situation, no. FIS-
211 (Economic Research Service, July 1968). 
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Table 4 .--Incc:rne per form: Realized gross and realized net, 'by States, 1965-1967 y 
State ond region 1 
Dollars 
Moine . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,947 18,268 17 ,1.68 8,191 6,020 3,705 
New Hampshire .... : ll,775 14,791 15,034 l,7ll 2,240 l,3� 
Vermont .......... : 13,009 1.6,091 l..6,735 3,828 4,692 4,65 
Massachusetts ..... : 18,373 19,913 19,712 5,o62 5,535 4,835 
Rhode Island . .  , • .  : 19,998 20,623 20,765 3,500 3,81.6 2,1)6 
Connecticut . . . . • .  : 22,975 29,970 30,671 5,973 8,918 8,078 
Ne"' York • • . • . • . • .  : 15,726 17,o87 17,775 4,719 5,561 5,376 
Ne"' Jersey ....... : 24,314 30,558 30,221 6,o69 8,8ol 7,'307 
Pennsylvania • . • . . : ll,796 13,096 13,474 3,356 4,uo 3,874 
North Atlantic . 15,048 1.6,666 1.6,951 4,444 5,146 4,661 
Ohio . • • . • . • • • . • • .  : 10,736 12,486 12,447 3,128 4,260 3,570 
Indiana . • . • . . . . . •. : 12,8o2 15 ,ol.6 14,465 4,255 5,2)6 4,ll4 
Illinois • • • • . . • • .. : 18,426 22,1o4 21,440 5,392 7,462 5,892 
Michigan • • • . . • • • •. : 9,564 10,928 11,221 2,958 3,717 3,396 
Wisconsin . • . • • . . .  : ll,409 13,139 13,533 4,002 4,970 4,664 
East North Central : 12,863 15,070 14,939 4,022 5,243 4,410 
Minnesota . • • • • . • . : 13,lll 15,o88 15,502 3,868 4,699 4,163 
Iowa . • . . • . . . • • • • .  : 20,314 24,637 24,012 6,301 7,344 5,822 
Missouri . • . . . . . . .  : 9,466 10,585 l0,564 3,298 3,790 3,273 
North Dakota . . . . . . 1.6,844 18,790 18,945 5,430 6,569 5,933 
South Dakota . . . . . : 1.6,670 19,442 19,591 5,200 6,529 6,001 
Nebraska • • • . • • • . •  : 19,260 23,978 24,156 4,903 6,710 6,o48 
Kansas • • • • • • • • . • •  : 14,910 18,TI2 18,681 3,619 6,036 5,259 
West North Central ; 15,325 18,153 18,124 4,559 5,714 4,922 
Delaware • • • . • • • • •  : 27,544 30,542 32,724 7,507 7,530 8,461 
Maryland • • • • • • • • •  : 1.6,387 17,831 18,501 4,496 4,5o8 4,533 
Vi rg:inia • • • . . • • • . : 7,313 7,Til 8,272 2,390 2,)67 2,443 
West Virginia • • • •  : 3,789 4,057 4,225 935 967 855 
North Carolina • • •  : 7,265 8,596 8,710 2,98o 3,691 3,636 
South Carolina • • • : 7,356 8,315 9,078 2,769 3,307 3,655 
Georgia • • • • • • • • • •  : l2,5o6 14,126 14,656 4,530 5,155 5,033 
Florido • • • • • • • • • •  : 27,173 28,328 29,768 u,4u ll,330 ll,051 
South Atlantic ·: 9,960 u,1n ll,613 3,702 4,151 4,13� 
Kentucky • • • • • • • • •. : 5,796 6 ,1.65 6,633 2,400 2,482 2,730 
Tennessee • • • • • • • •. : 4,994 5,409 5,514 l,921 l,903 1,815 
Alabama • • • • • .  , • • •. : 7,568 8,184 8,o4o 2,8o2 2,879 2,534 
�lississippi • • • • • •. : 8,546 9,625 io,m 3,547 4,155 4,498 
Arkansas • • • • • • • • •. : 12,665 13,900 13,o67 4,649 5,451 4,225 
Louisiana • • • • • • • •. : 8,742 l0,783 12,361 3,328 4,643 5,452 
Oklahc:rna • • • • • • . • •. : 10,527 ll,757 11,510 3,387 4,001 3,486 
Texas . • • • • • • • • • • •. : 14,003 1.6 ,)67 15,630 4,463 6,070 5,010 
South Central · 9,1.64 l0,4o2 l0,428 3,288 3,956 3,654 
Montana • • • . • • • • • •. : 16 ,645 20,299 21,214 4,768 6,98o 6,631 
Idaho • • • • • • • • • • • •. : 15,923 17,427 l7,6o6 4,574 5,390 4,886 
Wyc:rnina • • • • • • • • • •. : 20,157 24,979 25,103 3,6o6 6,589 6,034 
Colorado .......... : 24,109 29,001 29,2o4 3,407 4,863 3,817 
New Mexico • • • • • • •. : 20,o69 23,441 23,454 6,oo4 8,689 8,143 
Arizona • • • • • • . • . • . : 79,656 88,215 92,633 21,457 22,826. 23,650 
Utah • • • • • • • • • • • . .. : 12,300 14,130 14,1.63 2,205 3,210 2,923 
Nevada • • • • • • • • • • •. : 27,718 32,767 33,291 3,877 7,499 7,1.63 
Washington ........ : 14,611 17,11.6 18,444 4,416 5,818 6,417 
Oregon • • . • • • • • • • •. : 12,430 13,913 14,820 3,292 4,000 4,160 
California • • • • • • • .  : 42,739 50,035 51,551 9,853 12,461 ll,857 
Western Region • • •. ; 24,991 28,796 29,586 5,995 7 ,6TI 7,367 
United Statt;s , • •  •! '. 13,264 15,289 15,415 4,109 5,o49 4,573 
1 Data for l 7 arc preliJ!linary. 2 Excludes changes in inventories. Excludes changes in 
inventories, and represepts inC0111e of farm operators. Source : Farm ncome Situation, 
no. FIS-209, p. lo 
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$THOUS. 
R�ALIZED N�T INC0f.1E P�n f Ar:r.1 
BY SAL�S CLASS�S 
-
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Data trcm � � SitUAtion, JIJJ.Jr 1968 (E!IS). 
1972 
Figure 2. --Real ized net income per farm, by sales classes, 
1960-67 
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How much should a farm produce for sale in order to realize a net 
income of $5,000? Since farm costs have been averaging about 70 percent 
of gross farm income, it appears that the gross should be about $16,000 
per farm. In 1967 the average farmer produced somewhat less than this 
according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture:3 
Realized gross farm income 
Farm production expenses 
Realized net income 
Inventory change 






How many acres would be needed to produce $16,000 gross income? If 
$100 gross could be produced per acre, then 160 acres would be needed. A 
gross income of $100 per acre would be a high return even in the Corn Belt 
unless specialty crops or much livestock were produced. Dryland farming 
in the Western States would not usually produce more than $25 an acre and 
so would require 640 acres of cropland to produce a $16,000 gross income. 
Irrigated farms producing cotton, sugar beets and other high value 
crops might gross as much as $160 an acre or more and thus require only 
100 acres to produce a gross income of $16,ooo. However, expenses on such 
a small farm may run high because of irrigation costs and a net income of 
$5,000 or more might not be realized. 
Only by making complete farm budgets for a specific area can an 
accurate idea of the amount of land needed for any given income be deter­
mined. Therefore, several budgetary studies of farm size will be revj.ewed 
in this report. 
Farms for the Future: Projections for 1980 
Past trends in farm size are helpful in determining the size of farm 
needed. However, the future also needs to be explored. What would be the 
size of farms and ranches if all were organized as were the most efficient 
in 19597 A study by Saupe and Kaldor gives an answer to this question for 
the North Central Region which includes four of the 17 Western States-­
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas.4 The results of their 
analysis for North Dakota and South Dakota are presented in Table 5. In 
3u.s. Department of Agriculture, Farm Income Situation, n o. FIS-209 
(Economic Research Service, February 1968), p. 4. 
4william E. Saupe and Donald R. Kaldor, "Efficient Organization of the 
Farm Industry in the North Central Region of the United States in 1980, 
mimeographed (Iowa State University, Department of Economics and Sociology, 
1965) . 
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Table 5. --Changes in number and size of farms if all farms were 















1959 Reorganized Change 
(percent) 
7,400 3, 000 -60 
12,000 4,400 -63 
12,200 2,800 -77 
8,ooo 2,300 -71 
10,100 2,300 -77 
8,700 1,800 -79 
34,100 10, 300 -70 
7,600 3, 500 -54 
1959 Reorganized Change 
(percent) 
2,800 6,900 145 
840 2,200 163 
530 2,300 333 
400 1,300 235 
260 1,100 316 
1,200 5,600 370 
760 2,500 227 
530 1,100 115 
Source: Saupe and Kaldor,"Efficient Organization of the Farm 
Industry, " Supplementary tables. 
Note: Numbers of farms and acres are rounded. Hence percentages 
may not agree. 
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North Dakota the increase in size would range from 115 percent in the 
eastern area of the Red River Valley to 370 percent in the western 
area. In South Dakota the adjustment would range from 145 percent in 
the western area to 316 percent in the southeast. The average size of 
farms in the two Dakotas would be 1,100 acres in the eastern areas, 
2, 200 acres in the central areas and 5,600 to 6 , 900 in the western 
areas. 
Saupe and Kaldor estimate that these organizational changes would 
reduce the amount of labor required in all areas of the two Dakotas 
from 3 to 37 percent. To replace this labor and to get the job done, 
the investment in machinery and livestock would be greatly increased. 
The increases would vary by areas but would range from 70 to 280 
percent. 
The total capital requirement (including land) would approach one­
quarter million dollars. The increase in capital would vary by areas 
but would range from 222 to 431 percent. Factor earnings would increase 
remarkably. They would range from 244 to 1,783 percent. It should be 
emphasized that these are not predictions of what will result by 1980 
but of what could happen if the assumptions used in the study were 
realized. 
Brake has estimated for the United States that the number of farms 
will decrease 38 percent by 1980, and real estate investment for the 
average farm in the United States will increase from $47,200 in 1965 
to $119,400 by 1980--or 254 percent. 5 He also estimates that total 
assets, including land, livestock and machinery will increase 240 
percent by 1980. 
The significant point about these projections is that they emphasize 
the trends already noted in farm size, and they help make clear the 
great difficulty that exists in any attempt to determine for the future 
the minimum size of farm needed for an adequate income. 
5John R. Brake, "Impact of Structural Changes on Capital and 
Credit Needs, " Journal of Farm Economics 48, no. 5 (December 1966), 
p. 1541. 
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III. THE THEORY: SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES OF THE EFFECT 
OF OUTPUT ON COSTS AND RETURNS 
How do the miles driven, acres harvested, and output affect owner­
ship costs? Operating costs? The purpose here is to answer these 
questions by using an automobile and a grain combine as examples. These 
are used because they are commonplace and because they illustrate what 
happens to net farm income when the machinery used is held constant and 
the acres farmed increase. They can also be used as examples to explore 
the most profitable combinations of machinery and size of farm. 
Why Automobile Total Ownership Costs Are Fixed and 
Total Operating Costs Are Variable 
Stevens and Fehr made a survey �o determine the cost of owning and 
operating farm machinery in Wyoming. While automobiles are not 
generally considered farm machinery, they are necessary for a great 
many tasks essential to the farm business. One of these is transporta­
tion for the farm manager when he shops for farm inputs such as feeds, 
seeds, livestock, and machinery repairs. The yearly ownership costs of 
an automobile, or any machine, include depreciation, interest on invest­
ment, taxes and license fees, insurance, and housing. These costs vary 
with the purchase price and age of the machine as shown by the Stevens 
and Fehr study in which 93 farm autos are divided into two groups on 
the basis of value/age as follows: 
Fixed costs 
Depreciation 
Interest on investment 
License and taxes 
Insurance 
Housing 























These yearly ownership costs are said to be fixed costs because 
the total does not vary regardless of the miles driven. Thus the 
ownership costs of the "average auto" in each of the three groups are 




Miles driven zearlz Older cars Newer cars �2� autosL auto 
5,000 502 991 656 800 
10,000 502 991 656 800 
20,000 502 991 656 800 
The "example auto" in the last column with total fixed costs of $800 is 
included to simplify the explanation of costs to follow. 
Why is it these ownership costs are fixed? They are fixed because 
the price paid for the car is fixed. The fixed price results in fixed 
depreciation, fixed interest on investment, fixed license fees and taxes, 
fixed insurance and housing costs. The costs are all fixed regardless 
of miles driven although they may vary in some other respects. For 
instance, the cost of license plates may differ from State to State. 
Different depreciation and interest rates may be used. But once these 
rates are set, they do not vary with the miles driven. 
In addition to fixed ownership costs, the automobile has operating 
costs that do vary or increase as the miles driven increase. Such 
operating costs are called variable costs. The most important of these 
variable costs are gasoline, oil, and grease. Tires may also be regarded 
as a variable cost. Repairs are another important variable cost of an 
automobile and most machinery, but some repairs which must be made 
whether the machinery is used or not may be regarded as fixed costs-­
paint is an example. 
Usually these auto operating costs average about 3.5 cents per 
mile, but the total cost varies with the total miles driven. How total 
variable cost increases as miles driven increase is shown by the 
following figures (we use $0.04 per mile for simplicity): 
Miles driven yearly 
Average variable costs 










By adding total variable costs and total fixed costs the total cost 
of operating this hypothetical automobile can be secured as follows: 
Miles driven yearly 
Total fixed costs 














All three sets of these auto costs can be presented graphically (Figure 
3). Note that the total fixed costs are $800 even if the auto is not 
driven. Variable costs start at zero and increase as miles driven 
increase. By placing the wedge-shaped variable costs on top of the 






TOTAL BREAK-EVEN CHART 
� Total fixed costs 
0 10 20 30 40 
Miles driven (thousands) 
Figure 3.--Break-even chart showing total costs ana total net returns 
for various distances driven (hypothetical data) 
Suppose now that the auto can be rented out for $.12 a mile. Then 
the total returns less total costs would give net returns as shown in the 
following figures: 
Miles driven yearly 
Returns per mile 


















The "total gross returns" have been plotted on Figure 3 and the points 
connected by a straight line. As a result, the "net returns" for any 
mileage can be seen at a glance as the vertical distance between the total 
cost and total gross return lines. The break-even point is at 10,000 
miles where the $1200 returns are just matched by $1200 of costs. When 
fewer miles are driven the total returns are less than total costs. When 
mileage is above 10,000, net returns are made. An advantage of the break­
even chart is t'.1at the costs and returns for any mileage driven can be 
readily determined without further calculation. For example, if the auto 
is driven 30,000 miles at the rental rate given, the net returns can be 
seen at a glance. 
This break-even chart also shows the importance of total fixed costs. 
If there were no fixed costs, then net returns would be the difference 
between total variable costs and total returns. The auto owner would 
break even at zero miles! And if the total fixed costs were doubled 
(increased by $800) the break-even mileage needed would also be doubled-­
shifting from 10,000 to 20,000 miles. Such an $800.increase in fixed 
costs would "lift" the total cost line by the same amount without chang­
ing its slope. As a result, the cost-price squeeze would eliminate the 
net returns shown at 20,000 miles, and this would be the new break-even 
point. 
Now suppose the auto owner decides to operate a one-cab taxi service 
instead of a one-car rental agency. If his total costs remained the same 
as shown in Figure 3, what rate would he have to charge and how many miles 
would he have to drive to make his cab driving an attractive alternative 
to working in a factory or at some other job7 
Suppose the car owner can make $5,600 a year at other work equally 
as attractive as driving a cab. Suppose that he can make $.36 per cab 
mile by charging $1.25 per passenger mile. How many miles would he have 
to drive at this rate to match his opportunity returns? The possibilities 
can be explored as follows: 
Miles driven yearly 10,000 20,000 40,ooo 
Total gross returns $3,600 $7,200 $14,400 
Total costs 1,200 1,600 2,400 
Net returns 2,400 5,600 12,000 
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These figures show that the cab would have to average $.J6 a mile for 
20,000 miles to give the owner-operator $5,600 net returns for his labor 
and management. He would have to drive 200 days at the rate of 100 
miles per day, and 28 percent of the miles would have to be passenger 
miles at $1.25 per mile if he is to realize total gross returns of $.J6 
per mile. Other rates and net return possibilities can be explored by 
changing the slope of the total returns line in Figure J. 
Considerable time has been spent in explaining the break-even 
chart because this technique will be used as much as possible for 
exploring the minimum size of farm necessary to produce an adequate 
income on dryland and irrigated farms that might be developed on federal 
public lands in the Western States. 
Why Average Total Costs Fall as Use Increases 
The easiest way to determine the.. size of farm needed to prarlde an 
adequate income is to work with total costs as previously explained. How­
ever, most of the studies reviewed use average costs per acre or per unit 
of product or per dollar of product, and these costs require explanation. 
The example auto had ownership costs of $800 that were total fixed 
costs for the year. But the average fixed cost per mile falls as more 
miles are driven. For example: 
Miles driven yearly 
Total fixed cost 










The "average fixed costs" line in Figure 4 shows how rapidly these costs 
fall as the miles driven increase. This curve illustrates the general 
rule that every time the miles driven are doubled, the fixed costs of 
ownership fall by half. This rule applies not only to automobiles but 
also to tractors, plows, cultivators, corn pickers, and combines and is 
therefore relevant for all farmers and other businessmen. The more acres 
the farmer can cover with a fixed set of machinery the lower his average 
fixed cost per acre or per bushel. There are no exceptions to this rule 
so long as the total ownership costs remain fixed. This is the main rea­
son why farmers seek more acres and higher yields or both. The more they 
can produce with a given set of total fixed costs, the lower their cost 
per unit produced, and the more likely they will be to make profits. 
It should be carefully noted that the average fixed costs of an 
automobile fall by $0.04 per mile when the mileage is increased from 
10, 000 to 20,000 but by only $0.02 when it is increased from 20,000 to 
40,000 miles. This change in rate can be clearly seen in Figure 4. Thus 
the slope of the average fixed cost line reveals a second important rule: 
average fixed costs fall very rapidly at first, then slower and slower as 
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Figure 4 . --Average costs per mile of automobile ownership and 
operation 
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businessman and helps explain why farmers--once they get off the steep 
portion of their cost curve--show little interest in further expansion. 
Average variable costs are also easily calculated by dividing the 
total variable costs by the miles driven : 
Miles driven yearly 10 ,000 20,000 40 , ooo 
Total variable cost $400 $800 $1,600 
Average variable cost 0 .04 o . o4 0 . 04 
When the identical variable costs of $ . 04 are plotted on the graph, the 
result is obviously a straight horizontal line regardless of the miles 
driven. 
Average total costs are secured by adding average fixed costs and 
average variable costs as follows:  
Miles driven yearly 10 ,000 20,000 40 ,000 
Average fixed costs $0.08 $0.04 $0 .02 
Average variable costs . 04 . 04 . 04 
Average total costs . 12 .08 . 06 
If the auto owner rents the auto out at $ . 12 per mile, then his 
average net return per mile for various mileages driven can be found by 
subtraction : 
Miles driven 
Average total return per mile 
Average total costs 













These figures are shown graphically in Figure 4.  The advantage of this 
graph is that the average costs and returns for an.y mileage up to 80 ,000 
miles can be read directly. 
While Figure 4 suggests that costs would continue to fall up to 
80, 000 miles or more, this probably would not occur. Average variable 
costs probably would increase beyond 40 ,000 miles. The engine would use 
more oil, the miles per gallon of fuel might decrease, and more repairs 
would be needed. When the car is being repaired, it could not be leased 
out at $ . 12 per mile. Finally, the car would have to average 40 miles an 
hour for an eight hour day for 250 days a year, if it were to be driven 
80,000 miles. It is unlikely that it would be used for more than 60 ,000 
miles per year. 
Like the automobile, the tractor, the self-propelled combine, and 
other machinery also have their fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs 
include depreciation, insurance, taxes, and interest. Variable costs 
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include repairs,  fuel, oil, and lubricant; and the sum of fixed and vari­
able costs are total costs.  Average costs are secured by dividing the 
total costs by the acres covered, bushels threshed, and so on. 
Ullrich and others have calculated the costs of a typical 15-foot 
combine such as is often used in the West to harvest grain crops . ?  Their 
total costs were as follows : 
Acres harvested yearly 150 JOO 450 600 
Total fixed costs $696 $696 $ 696 $ 696 
Total variable costs 1J5 270 405 540 
Total costs 8Jl 966 1,101 l , 2J6 
Now suppose that the combine can be rented out for $J .50 an acre. 
If so, the total net returns are easily calculated as follows : 
Acres combined yearly 150 JOO 450 600 
Gross returns @ $3.50/A. $525 $1,050 $1,575 $2,100 
Total costs 831 966 1,101 l ,2J6 
Total net returns ( -306) 84 474 864 
These costs and returns can be plotted as a total break-even graph similar 
to that shown for the auto in Figure 3 .  Because such a graph would be 
much the same , it has not been included here. 
The average costs per acre are also easily calculated by dividing the 
total costs by the acres harvested: 
Acres harvested yearly 150 JOO 450 600 
Average fixed costs $4.64 $2.J2 $1.55 $1.16 
Average variable costs . 90 . 90 . 90 . 90 
Average total costs 5 .54 J . 22 2.45 2 .06 
If the combine can be rented out at $3.50 an acre the average net 
returns are easily calculated : 
7Erwin Ullrich, Jr . ,  John T.  Sanderson, and Wallace G. Aanderud, 
Machine Costs on ical Wheat Farms , South Dakota Experiment Station 
Circular 187 July 19 8 • 
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Acres combined yearly 150 300 450 600 
Gross returns per acre $3 .50 $3 . 50 $3.50 $3.50 
Average total costs 
per acre 5 .54 3 . 22 2 .45 2 . 06 
Average net returns 
per acre -2.04 0 . 28 1.05 1.44 
These average costs and returns are presented in Figure 5 .  Note 
that average fixed costs and average total costs fall as more acres are 
harvested just as these costs fall for an automobile when more miles are 
driven. Again, the rapidity with which they fall is more readily seen 
when they are presented as a graph (Figure 5) . The lowest total cost 
per acre is achieved when 600 acres are harvested. This assumes the 
operator can cover 40 acres a day for 15 days, a rate which does not 
seem unreasonable . Of course, the acreage that can be harvested depends 
on a number of factors such as terrain, climatic conditions , shutdown 
time and the operator ' s  competence.  
Can the farmer afford to  own this $6 ,000 combine? If he can hire 
his crop custom combined for $3 .50 an acre, then he would need to have 
about 290 acres to get his total costs down to the custom rate. This is 
shown by the average break-even point in Figure 5 .  This break-even 
point also indicates that if the combine were bought for custom work , 
290 acres would have to be harvested at $3.50 an acre just to break 
even. However,  if the combine operator wanted to know how many acres 
he would have to combine to make a total of $500 , the total costs and 
returns will give him a more direct answer,  particularly if he uses a 
chart like Figure 3 for the automobile . 
Average cost curves are most useful when the object is to determine 
the minimum or least cost per bushel , or other unit or product, or per 
dollar of product. But to determine this least cost, accurate informa­
tion is needed on what happens to crop yields when a farmer attempts to 
farm more and more acres with a fixed amount of machinery. Otherwise 
there is no way of knowing just where the average costs curves will 
start to turn up and thus indicate the least cost or the most profitable 
acreage. Very little information of this nature is available--only 
three of the studies reviewed included such analyses.  The Iowa Experi­
ment Station appears to have done the most work on this problem, and 
their costs curve per dollar of product does reveal a least cost point. 
This may be seen in Figure 6 for the Ihnen and Heady study that is 
discussed later in this review of farm size studies ( see p. 28) .  
Unfortunately, unit costs cannot be used to decide whether or not 
federal public lands should be brought into production since all the 
profits are absorbed when charges are entered for labor, management and 
land. Because average total costs on lands of different productivity 
tend to equal the price of the product, they are not helpful in determin­
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figure 5. --Average costs per acre of owning and operating a 
self-propelled grain combine 
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average costs will be presented, total farm costs and returns will be 
used in this study to determine how much cropland is needed to provide 
a family with an adequate farm income. 
An automobile and a grain combine have been used as examples to 
explain the nature and importance of fixed and variable costs . However, 
fixed and variable costs behave in exactly the same way for trucks, 
tractors and other machinery, or machinery combinations, of a farmer or 
busines sman. The points made may be summarized as follows: 
1.  Total ownership costs are called fixed costs because they do 
not vary regardless of the miles driven, acres farmed, bushels 
produced, etc. 
2. Because total ownership costs are fixed, average ownership 
costs fall as they are spread over more miles, acres, or 
bushels. It is important then that the high fixed costs be 
spread over as many units as is practical so that unit costs 
are reduced, and net returns are increased. 
3 .  Total operating costs vary with miles driven, acres farmed, 
bushels produced, etc., and therefore are called variable 
costs. Specifically, an operating cost like gasoline increases 
in direct proportion to the miles driven, or acres farmed, 
even though the average cost per gallon remains the same . 
4.  Fixed costs determine the location of the break-even point 
and so are very important factors affecting the miles that 
must be driven, or acres farmed, if the operator and his 
family are to be as sured an adequate income . 
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IV . THE HOMESTEAD IN THE MIDWEST--IS IT STILL ADEQUATE? 
The original Homestead Act of 1862 was designed for the Midwest , and 
it should not be surprising to find it unsuited for the less favorable 
conditions found in the Western States , But how adequate is it for the 
Midwest today? What is the minimum size of farm necessary to provide an 
adequate income for a farm family in the Midwest? These questions are 
not easily answered because most studies of farm size are primarily 
concerned with the least cost or most profitable size of farm. Only 
passing attention , if that , is given to the minimum size of farm neces­
sary to provide an adequate income , 
However , an attempt has been made in southern Iowa to determine the 
least cost acreage under five machinery combinations , Because of the 
small size of these machinery combinations this study by Ihnen and 
Heady may reveal more clearly than the other reviewed studies the 
importance of an adequate set of farm machinery as well as the minimum 
number of acres needed for satisfactory living , 8 This study considers 
five machinery combinations , Four of these combinations and their new 
price are given in Table 6 ,  Since tractors are not divisible and a 
2-plow tractor is generally considered the minimum power unit for field­
crop farming , this study reveals the minimum acreage needed under 
southern Iowa conditions for a hilly farm with 32 percent cropland , an 
average farm with 40 percent cropland , and an upland farm with 70 per­
cent cropland, Complete farm budgets were used, 
In this review, the upland farm will be emphasized because it is 
most comparable to irrigated farms in use of land and yields of crops . 
In 19.54 the average net farm incomes for southern Iowa farms was only 
$1 , 500 as compared to $4 , 100 for the State average ,  However ,  as this 
study shows , the upland farms in southern Iowa produced considerably 
more income than the average and hilly farms . 
The upland farm was valued at $222 an acre , and the land charge , 
including interest and taxes , was $14 . 43 an acre , The price of pasture 
land was not specified. It is assumed to be the same as the hilly land 
or $72 an acre , and the corresponding land charge of $4 . 70 an acre is used 
in this analysis , Because rainfall furnished the "irrigations , "  there 
is no water charge ,  no sprinkler or ditch system to maintain, no special 
machinery needed for land leveling or ditching , and no irrigation labor 
costs . However ,  these cost advantages are undoubtedly offset in part by 
8 Loren Ihnen and Earl 0 ,  Heady , Cost Functions in Relation to Farm 
Size and Machine Technolo in Southern Iowa , Iowa Agricultural Experi­
ment Station Research Bulletin 527 19 
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Table 6 . - - Five machinery comb ina t ions used in Iowa s t udy 
1 ,Machines and prices in tt.e 2-plow machinery combination. 2 ,  Modiines ond prices in the 2- plow, 2- plow machinery C>m!ii,...lioft. 
Mcchinet Purchase price Mochines Purdie .. price 
Tractor. · plo.,. • • . • • . . . • . . . • • • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . .  
Ferliliu ;preoder, 12' • . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . • . . . .  
Plow, 2 • t .r . : . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . .  - · · · · . · · · · · · 
Tandem c!i;c, 7' . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • •  ; • . • • • • • . • •  
Horrcw. 20' . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . • • • : • · • . . . . . . • .  
Endgote neder . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • •  
Planter, 2 ·  row . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . •  _ . • . . . . . . . . . . 
Rolory nee. '.!· row . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • _ . • . . • • . • . . .  
Cultivator, 2 ·  row . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • • • • • . •  
Combine, 6' motor driven . . . . . . . . . • •  _ . . . . • • • . . • .  
Corn pider, 1 - row mounted . . . . . . . . • • • . • . • • • . • • • .  
Mower, 7' . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • •  _ • • . • • • • . . • .  
Side delivery :eke, 7' . • • • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . .  
Beier, motor dro•en . . . . . . • . • . . • . • • • • • . . • . . • • • .  
Wagon . . . • . . • • . . • • • . • . • • • . • • • . • • . • • • . • . •  
Elev otor. .SC . . • • • . . • • . • . . • . • • • • • • • . . • . . . . • .  


















J. Machines and pric.es in the 3.pfow machinery com!:Jinc!ion. 
Tatel purchcse cosl . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 515.322 
Tractor. 2 · Rlow 
Troc!or, 2·plow 
Fertilizer spreader, 12· . . • . • . • • . • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • •  
Plow, 2· 14' • . . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •  
Plow, 2· 14" . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Tandem disc. 7' . • • • . . . •  . ' . • . • . • • • • . • . . . . •  : • • .  : 
Tandem disc, 7' . . . . • • . . . • . . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • .  
Harrow, 20' . . . . • . . . • • . • . . • . • . • • . • . • • • • • •. • • •  
Endgote seeder . . . . • . . • • • . • . • • . . • • • . . • . • • • • • •  
Planter. 2· row . . . . • . • . • . • • • • . . • • . • . . • • • • • • • .  
Rotary hct, 2· row . • . . . • • • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . • .  
Rotary hoe, 2· row . • • . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • • . • • •  
Culti velor, 2 • row . . . . . . • • . • • • . • • . • • • . . . . • . • • • • 
Cullivctor, 2· row . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . . . • . . • • . • • . . • 
Combine. 6° molar driven . . . . . • • • •  · . • . • • • . • . • . . • •  
Corn pichr, I �  row mounted . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . .  
Mower, 7' . . . • . . . . . • . • • . • . • . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • •  
Side delivery rolr.e, 7" . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • •  
Boler, molor driven . . . . . • • . • • • • • . • • . • • . . • . . . . .  
Wagon • . . • . . . . . • . • • • • . • • . • • . • • • . . • • • • • • • • 
Wagon • . . . . . . • . . • . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • . . . . . .  
'
. . •  
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Tclol pu rchose cost . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . SI 7. I 59 
If. Machines end prkes in the 2· plow, 3. plow mo chi nary com.i11olion. 5, Mo chi nes encl prices in the 3. plow, .3 • plcw mo chin try comllinolion. 
Machines Purchase price Machines Purchase price 
Tractor, 3- plow . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . . • . • •  
Traclor, 2· plow . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . .  '. . . 
Fertilizer spreader, 12' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • •  
Plow, 3· 1 4 '  . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .  
Plow, 2· 14' . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . • •  
Tandem disc, 10' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • .  
Tend em disc, 7' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . .  
Harrow, 25' . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • . .  
Endgole scedar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . .  
Plon:er, 4· row . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . • • • •  
Rolory hoe. 4 ·  row . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
C•·hivolor, 4 . row . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . •  
Cullivolor, 2-row . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .  
Combine, 7' P.T.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •  
Corn piclr.ar, 2· row mounled . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mower. r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Side delivery rake, 7' . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . .  
Boler, P.T.O. 
Wagon . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ·. . • • . • . • • •  
Wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  
Elevclor, 40" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . .  























Troclor, 3- plow . . . . . . . . . •
.
• . • . • . . • . • . • • • . • . • • • 
Troclor, 3- plow . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • 
Ferttlirer spreader, 12' . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . •  
Plow, 3- 14' . . . . . . .  : . • . • • • . • • • . . • . • . • • • • • • • • •  
Plow, 3· 14' . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • •  · . • . . . . . • • • • • • • •  
Tandem disc, 10'  . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • • • •  
Tandem disc, I 0' . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • • . . . • •  
Harrow, 25' . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . • . . . . • • • • • • • . • • •  
Endgate seeder . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . • . . • • • • . . • •  
Plonler, 4· row . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Rolory hoe. 4· row . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . . . . • . • • • • • . .  
Rolory hoe. 4. row . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • • . • • • •  
Cullivolor, J. row . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • • • . •  
Cultivator, 4. row . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . • • . • • • • 
Combind, 7' P.T.O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • •  
Corn picker, 2· row mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . .  
Mower, 7' . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • • . • .  
Side delivery rolr.e. 7' . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . • . • • • .  
Boler, P.T.O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • .  _. . . • .  
Wagon . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • •  
Wogon . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • •  























Tolol pu rchase cosl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  121,218 
Source : Ihnen and Heady , C o s t  Func t i ons . 
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weather risks. As will be seen, the corn yield of 59 bushels an acre is 
considerably less than that assumed under irrigation in some of the studies 
to be reviewed. 
On the upland farm a three-year crop rotation was assumed to be used 
consisting of corn--corn--soybeans . No hay was produced. Hay needed for 
the beef herd was purchased at $14 a ton. Yields per acre used in the 
budgets were 59 bushels of corn and 26 bushels of soybeans. Long run 
historical price relationships were used with corn at $1.00 a bushel and 
soybeans at $1.91 a bushel. Current (1963) prices were assumed for pur­
chased inputs. 
The net returns to labor and management ( including any hired) are 
shown in Table 7. Of the five machinery combinations, only the three 
largest show net returns of $J,OOO or more. Least cost acreages were used 
even though the two largest machinery combinations could have farmed 380 
acres without increasing per acre or per bushel costs by more than 5 per­
cent. 
Because a constant mix of crops was assumed, the gross returns were 
$56 an acre regardless of the machinery combination used. And since the 
crops were produced in a constant mix, the variable costs of crop pro­
duction for such items as seeds, fuel, fertilizers and so on were also 
virtually constant. The variations in machinery repair costs and fuel 
were not sufficient to make a dollar of difference in the variable costs 
of crop production, and they were rounded off at $31 an acre regardless 
of the size of farms . 
The amount of labor also varied somewhat with the machinery combina­
tion used. However, both hired labor and operator' s labor were s ubtracted 
from variable costs . This was done because an important objective of this 
study was to determine the net returns to the operator for his labor and 
management. His labor and management and the labor of his family should 
claim whatever remains after all other costs are paid. Labor was also 
taken out because the operator' s labor, the labor of his family, and any 
hired labor are difficult to separate. Therefore, net returns are returns 
for all labor (including any hired) and management . If the operator and 
his family cannot perform the labor, then hired labor would be necessary, 
and the returns for the operator' s labor and management would be reduced 
accordingly. 
Because five different machinery combinations were used in this study 
it is not surprising that the fixed ownership costs differ ( Table 7) . 
Because of these differences, the least cost acreages shown on the second 
line of the table also differ. As a result, the total net returns to all 
labor and management differ as shown. 
Why do the least cost acreages differ for these five machinery com­
binations? They differ simply because the smaller the s et of machinery, 




Table ? . --Net returns to labor ( including hired) and management with five machinery combinations 
used on lea3t-cost acreage 3 ,  upland farm3 , southern Iowa , 1963 
Machinery combinations 
Machinery ( new  cost) 
Cropland, lea3t-cost acres 
Total acres ( includes pa3ture) 
Total returns @ $56 an acre 
Total variable costs @ $31 an acre 
Total fixed costs , machinery 
Total costs a Total net returns to labor and management 
Average total cost per acre 





$ 6 ,720 $ 8,960 
3 ,720 4,960 
1, 370 1 ,710 
5 ,090 6 ,670 
1,630 2,290 
$42.40 $41.69 
13 .60 14.31 
2-plow 2-plow 3-plow 
2-plow 3 -plow 3-plow 
$17,200 $19,600 $21,200 
200 280 320 
266 373 427 
$11,200 $15,680 $17,920 
6 ,200 8,680 9,920 
1 , 910 2,240 2,440 
8 , 110 10,920 12,360 
3 , 090 4,760 5,560 
$40.55 $39 . 00 $38.62 
1.5. 4.5 17.00 17.38 
Source : Ihnen and Heady, Cost Functions in Relation to Farm Size (reproduced and derived data ) .  
aDoes not include returns from pasture or livestock. 
planting season. Failure to get the crops planted or cultivated at the 
right time means lower yields , and lower yields mean higher costs per 
bushel produced or dollar of product produced. Therefore, the average 
total costs curves begin to rise beyond the least cost acreages shown on 
the second line of Table 7.  
What happens to average total costs per dollar of product for these 
five machinery combinations is clearly shown in Figure 6 .  The smaller the 
machinery combination the faster the average total cost curve falls ,  but 
the sooner it begins to rise. The smallest begins to rise beyond 120 acres,  
the next smallest beyond 160 acres and the largest beyond 320 acres of 
cropland. 
What would be the effect of holding constant the fixed costs of machin­
ery, and varying the acreage farmed? This question is important and will 
be explored in the discussion of most of the studies to be reviewed. The 
minimum practical investment in machinery will be determined, and then this 
fixed cost will be spread over more acres to show the effects on returns 
to labor and management . For example, if the 2-plow, 2-plow combination 
is deemed to be the smallest practical machinery combination, what would 
be the effect on net returns if 250 or 300 acres could be farmed without a 
reduction in yields? The effect of these added acres can be seen in the 
following figures:  
Acres of cropland 200 250 300 
Total returns gross $11 ,200 $14,000 $16,800 
Total fixed costs 1,910 1,910 1,910 
Total variable costs 6 ,200 7,750 9 ,300 
Total costs 8 ,110 9 , 660 11, 210 
Net returns 3 , 090 4,340 5 ,590 
These figures indicate that if the farmer could operate 300 acres 
with this machinery combination he would have a much better return for 
his labor and management. However , it is important to recognize that 
yields might fall, and certainly more labor would be needed. Unless the 
yields can be maintained at a high level and the labor can be provided 
by the family, the gains might be much less than these figures suggest. 
Ihnen and Heady indicate that about 380 acres can be farmed by this 
machinery combination without more than a 5 percent decrease in returns 
due to declining yields caused by lack of timely field operations . 
Assuming that yields can be maintained, the net returns that might 
be secured with a 2-plow, 2-plow machinery combination for any acreage 
can be seen in Figure 7 .  Net returns are shown not only for 200 ,  250 ,  
and 300 acres of cropland, but also for other acreages. The vertical 
distance between the total cost line and the total return line indicates 
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- PLOW, 3-PLOW 
3-PLOW , 3 ·  PLOW 
80 160 2 4 0  320 400 480 560 640 
CROP ACRES 
. a • Average total cost per crop ocre with no crop loues for selected 
machinery combinotfons on the overage form. 
3- .. LOW, 3 'LOW 
60 160 240 320 400 480 560 640 
CROP ACRES 
b • Average total cost per doll o r  olcrop produd by form siae for seleded 
ma�hinery combinations on the upland form. 
Figure 6. --Comparison of average cost per acre and average cost 
per dol lar of product on southern Iowa farms 
Source : Ihnen and Heady, Cost Functions, pp. 134, 141 
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Figure 7 . --Costs and returns from various sizes of farms using two 2-plow tractors and complements 
of other machinery, southern I owa , 1963 
Pasture returns are not included in Table 7 or Figure 7 even though 
pasture is an important resource. The upland farm has 74 percent of its 
land in crops and most of the rest is in pasture. True net returns for 
the farm should include whatever net income is derived from this 
pasture. Ihnen and Heady assumed that a beef cow-calf herd was kept, 
that each cow required 3 .3  acres of pasture , and that the calf was sold 
at weaning. Gross returns per cow were given at $82. Cash costs of $35 
were listed, but unfortunately, neither pasture rent nor feed costs were 
given. However , the following are estimates :  
Gross returns per cow 
Pasture, 3 . J  acres @ $4. 70 
Hay, 1 1/2 tons @ $14 .00 
All other costs 
Total costs 
Net returns to labor and 
management per cow 







Before these net returns are added to the net returns from crop­
land, other alternatives should be considered. Sheep might be a better 
alternative . Dairy cows might give much more income . Hog and poultry 
enterprises probably could be added to provide profitable use of labor 
aft�r the crop season. Another possible use of labor not needed for 
crop production is off-farm employment. Some farmers find this combin­
ation the most satisfactory. They may prefer to rent the pasture to 
others and take a job in town during the winter months .  Because of these 
uncertainties the returns from the livestock enterprise are not included 
in the foregoing analysis . However,  these returns should be kept in 
mind in determining the acres needed for an adequate income . 
While this review has been limited to upland farms , Ihnen and 
Heady also studied hilly and average farms . They note that these three 
farms "have different soil mixtures, rotations , yields , field operators,  
etc . Despite these differences, the results • • •  are quite similar . 
Mini.mum long-run average total cost is achieved at the same acreage 
( 320) on each farm" (p. 142) . They found that either a 2-plow, 3-plow 
or a 3-plow, 3-plow machinery combination was necessary to reach this 
least cost acreage. 
If constant costs are defined as any costs within 5 percent of 
least cost, then constant costs could be achieved at the following 
ranges in crop acre s :  

















"Other acres" consists largely of pasture , but lots , lanes , roads and 
waste are also included. "Total acres" gives the size of farm 
necessary to secure the least cost c rop acreages .  
How many acres are needed for an adequate income for farmers in 
southern Iowa? Opinions will diffe r ,  but few would argue that the 
160-acre farm would provide an adequate income even when allowance is 
made for returns from livestock. In any event , this question c annot 
be answered until the word " adequate , "  is defined, Then Figure 7 may 
be used to determine the approximate acres needed to achieve an 
adequate income under the conditions assumed in the study by Ihnen and 
Heady. 
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V. ECONOMICS OF SIZE OF IRRIGATED FARMS 
How large must an irrigated farm be in order to provide a satisfactory 
income for the farmer and his f amily7 To answer this question the farm 
situation must be analyzed in much the same way as was done with the taxi 
business.  The farmer must select at least one or  more tractors with com­
plements of machinery and spread their high fixed costs over enough acres 
to reduce costs to a minimum and thereby gain maximum returns . 
Since a number of studies have already been made , it is not necessary 
to make a new or original study of the economics of farm size under either 
dryland or irrigated conditions , but it will be helpful to review four of 
these studies of farm size under irrigated conditions. 
Economics of Size for Irrigated Cotton 
Farms in Central Arizona 
What is the nunJ.lTlum size of an irrigated cotton farm needed to provide 
an adequate income? This question is important because of the controversy 
over the 160-acre limitation on federal irrigation projects. 
Nelson, in his study of irrigated cotton farms in central Arizona in 
1964, used farm surveys in both irrigation districts and pump irrigation 
areas to establish the size of farms to be studied, crop rotations , crop 
yields, machinery needed, cropping practices,  and labor requirements .9 
This information, plus other data , was then used in farm budgets to deter­
mine the net returns after different water and land charges were paid. 
A constant mix cropping pattern was used regardless of the size of the 
farm but the pattern used in pump areas had 15 percent more cotton and less 
alfalfa than that of the irrigated districts . The patterns and yields per 
acre were as follows : 
CroEs grown Irrigated districts PumE areas 
Cropland Yield Cropland Yield 
(percent) (percent) 
Cotton 40 2.3 bales 55 2 .3  bales 
Alfalfa 22 6 .5  tons 9 4.25 tons 
Barley 25 55 bushels 25 55 bushels 
Sorghum 13 57-68 bushels 11 57-68 bushels 
9Aaron G. Nelson, Costs and Returns for Major Field CroEs in Central 
Arizona by Size of Farm, Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station Technical 
Bulletin 174 (1964). 
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Average prices received by farmers for 1958-62 were used for all 
crops except cotton. For cotton the 1963 support price was used because 
prices had been declining . Because the same proportions of crops were 
assumed to be grown on all farms , the gross returns were $230 an acre in 
the irrigated districts and $261 an acre in the pump areas regardless of 
size. 
The machinery investment was arrived at by applying 1964 new prices 
to the machinery being used on the farms and reducing this a.mount by 
half with the assumption that the machinery was , as an average , half­
worn out. All five farm sizes were assumed to use custom operators for 
combining, grain hauling, baling and cotton spraying, but the 140-acre 
farm also hired custom operators to pick cotton, scrap cotton, and land­
plane . The 280-acre farm did its own cotton picking, but scrapping and 
landplaning were hired. This custom work reduced high fixed machinery 
costs but increased variable costs as compared with the larger farms . 
The use of custom work also affects the labor requirements and costs. 
The rate used for the farmer and year-round hired men was $1.35 an hour . 
For temporary help the rate was $ 1 . 05 an hour . The five sizes of farms 
studied by Nelson, their fixed and variable costs and their returns to 
labor and management are shown in Table 8 .  Because of the difficulty of 
distinguishing between the labor of the operator and his family and 
hired labor , all labor and management are treated as a residual in this 
review of Nelson' s study. 
Under the assumptions of this study 140 acres of cropland produced 
only $ 1 , 246 net returns for all labor and management. Obviously, $1, 246 
will not provide an adequate income for most farm families .  However, 
280 acres would provide $6 ,484 for labor ( including any hired) and 
management. Whether the 280-acre farm would provide an adequate income 
depends, in part, upon the amount of labor hired. This is also true of 
the 480-acre farm with net returns of $17 , 261. 
The net returns per hour of labor are presented as the last line of 
Table 8. The 140-acre farm returns only $ . 58 an hour while the 280-acre 
farm pays $1.37 an hour--slightly more than the going rate for tractor 
drivers. The 1 , 600-acre farm returns $2. 75 per hour of labor. 
When the total costs and returns of Table 4 are presented as 
average costs per acre the effect of size on costs can be more easily 
seen as follows : 
Acres of cropland 140 280 480 880 1 , 600 
Gross returns per acre $231 $231 $231 $231 $231 
Total cost per acre 221 207 194 191 186 




Table 8. --Net returns to all labor and management on cotton farms , irrigation districts, Arizona , 1964 
Acres of cropland 140 280 480 880 
Total machinery ( new cost) $18 ,000 $31,000 $ 46 , ooo $ 73,000 
Land value per acre 1,000 1 ,000 1 ,000 1,000 
Water charge per acre foot 4.50 4 .50 4.50 4.50 
Irrigation district charge 0 0 0 0 
Gross returns @ $231 an acre 32,169 64,338 110 ,268 202,130 
Total fixed costs 4,922 9 ,836 13 ,501 22,087 
Total variable costsa 26 ,001 48 ,018 79 ,506 146 ,055 
Total costsa 30 ,923 57, 854 93 ,007 168 ,142 
Net returns b 1,246 6 ,484 17 ,261 33,998 
Total labor used ( hours) (2 ,165) (4 ,720) ( 7 ,933) ( 13,870) 
Return per hour of labor $ 0 . 58 $ 1.37 $ 2 .17 $ 2.45 
Source : Nelson, Costs and Returns for Major Field Crops in Central Arizona. 
aExcludes all labor ( including hired) and management. 












$ 2 .75 
This picture may be misleading, however, since Nelson used the same yields 
regardless of size of farm, and in our analysis the extra costs of labor 
and management must be paid out of net returns per acre. Because the 
costs of management do increase sharply as size increases, one should not 
conclude that the largest farm will provide the highest net income . 
The effect of land costs on the net returns, and consequently on 
the number of acres needed for an adequate income, is important. This 
is particularly true since the development of irrigated land now often 
approaches or exceeds $1,000 an acre. The land charge at 5 percent for 
the three small farms varies with land prices as follows : 
Acres of cropland 
Land at $500 per acre 
Land at $1,000 per acre 
Land at $1,500 per acre 
14-0 











If irrigated land could be developed for $500 an acre rather than $1,000 
(as assumed in Table 8 ) ,  the 14-0-acre farmer would have another $3,500 
of net income , the 280-acre farmer $7,000 more net income , and the 480-
acre farmer $12,000 more net income . But, if the land cost is $1,500 an 
acre , the reverse would be true . These amounts mentioned would be 
subtracted from already low net farm incomes .  
This analysis raises a question as to  how much land suitable for 
irrigation in the Western States can be developed for irrigation at less 
than $1,000 an acre. There are reasons to believe that the amount is 
quite small. Successful farming, therefore , would require heavy subsi­
dies for land development . Such subsidies are made by the Bureau of 
Reclamation from electric power revenues .  The Bureau has estimated that 
developing land for irrigation in the recently approved Oahe project, 
for example,  will cost $988 an acre. Users of Missouri River Basin power 
will pay 80 percent and farmers only 20 percent of that amount.10 The 
Bureau states that " alfalfa , irrigated pasture and corn are expected to 
be the major crops grown on the basis of acreage, value, importance in 
rotation, and contribution to a livestock economy.1111 
In Nelson ' s  study no irrigation charge was assumed (Table 8) . How­
ever , Nelson did consider the effects of alternative irrigation district 
charges of $4 and $8 an acre . Such increased charges would reduce net 
incomes of the three small farms by the following amounts :  
10u . s .  Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation, Region 6 ,  
Re ort of the Oahe Unit James Division--South Dakota Missouri River 
Basin Project Huron, South Dakota : Missouri-Oahe Project Office, 1965) , 
pp. 2,  ? ,  121. 
llib ' d  1 . ,  p. 107. 
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Cropland acres 
Charge of $4 









3 , 840 
It is clear, then, that when such costs are encountered, the size of 
the farm would have to be enlarged to produce an adequate income 
however "adequate" may be defined. 
Nelson also studied production possibilities under pump irrigation 
conditions in Arizona . As previously noted, 15 percent more cotton was 
assumed to be grown in the pump areas than in irrigation districts, and 
this increase raised gross income from $230 to $261 an acre. 
Fixed costs of machinery and buildings remained the same as before , 
but depreciation and interest on pump and well were charged at $7 an 
acre thus increasing total fixed costs as shown in Table 9.  
Total variable costs also increased because of the increased 
acreage of cotton. However, since these increases in costs were not 
enough to absorb all of the $31 increase in gross returns , net returns 
to labor ( including hired) and management improved. Despite the fact 
that more labor was used, the returns per hour of labor also improved. 
This can be seen by comparing the last lines of Tables 8 and 9.  
The water pumping charge used in Table 8 was $4.50 an acre foot. 
However, Nelson also determined the effect of higher rates of $8.50 and 
$11.00 on net returns . If other costs on returns remained the same, 
the additional or extra cost would reduce net returns on the three small 
farms shown in Table 9 by the following amounts : 
Additional cost 
$8.50 ($4. 00 more) 










When water pumping charges are at these levels the 140-acre farm appears 
to be inadequate in size both on net returns and on returns per hour of 
labor. 
Nelson also examined the effects of higher pump and well 
net returns . Rates considered were $7, $11, and $14 an acre. 
$7 rate was used in Table 9, the higher rates would result in 
costs that would have to be subtracted from net returns . The 





Additional cost 140 Acres 280 Acres 480 Acres 
$11.00 ($4 more) 









Table 9. --Net returns to all labor and management on cotton farms , pump areas, Arizona , 1964 
Acres of cropland 140 280 480 
Total machinery ( new cost) $18,000 $31,000 $ 46,ooo 
Land value per acre 1, 000 1 ,000 
Water charge per acre foot 4.50 4.50 
Pump and well cost per acre 7 .00 7 .00 
Gross returns 36 ,540 73,080 
Machinery costsa 4,922 9 ,836 
Pwnp and well costs 980 1,960 
Total fixed costs b 
5,902 11,796 
Total variable costs 27,724 50 ,089 
Total costs 33,626 61,885 
Net returns c 2,914 11,195 
Total labor used (hours) (2 ,619) ( 6 , 022) 
Return per hour of labor $ 1 .14 $ 1 .88 
Source: See Table 8.  
aincludes buildings and cement lined ditches ,  etc.  
bExcludes all labor ( including hired) and management. 












$ 2 . 54 
880 1600 
$ 73, 000 $109,000 
1,000 1 ,000 
4.50 4.50 
7.00 7 .00 




150,350 273 ,470 
178,597 318,367 
51,083 99 ,233 
( 18 ,385) (31,122) 
$ 2 . 80 $ 3 .10 
Again these higher rates make 140 acres of cropland appear quite inade­
quate both in terms of net returns and returns per hour of labor. 
It is assumed that the cost of developing land for pump irrigation 
is $1,000 an acre--the same as for gravity irrigation discussed previous­
ly. If the land could be developed at less  than $1,000 , the land 
charges would be lower and the net returns higher. But if the land cost 
were more than $1,000, the reverse would be true . 
There are, of course , many other possibilities and combinations 
that might be explored. Suffice it to say that any increase in costs-­
for land, water pumping, pump and well depreciation--that is not offset 
by increased gross returns increases the number of crop acres needed to 
provide an adequate income for a farm family. 
The possibilities of increasing net returns from crops with net 
returns from livestock should not be overlooked. Beef cow-calf and ewe­
lamb enterprises are the most important in the Western States ,  but they 
require many cows or ewes and much dryland for grazing if they are to 
be efficient enough to make an important contribution to the level of 
living of the farm family. The smaller the irrigated acreage the larger 
the livestock enterprises need to be to provide an adequate family 
income . Some estimates of costs and returns from livestock enterprises 
are presented in Table 11. 
Dairy production is a possibility when a market exists for the 
product. Dairy cows provide a market not only for feed and hays pro­
duced but also for unused family labor . Livestock fattening enter­
prises ,  and hogs and poultry also provide an alternative to selling 
grain, and they utilize beet tops , straw and labor that otherwise might 
not be marketable.  
Before leaving Nelson' s analysis of farm size it is  of interest to 
inquire whether a farmer with $4,922 fixed machinery costs would not be 
able to farm more than 140 acres of cropland and thus increase his net 
returns. Usually this would be possible but to remove any doubt, the 
fixed costs can be increased to $6,000 and then held constant while 
acres are varied as follows : 
Acres of cropland 
Total returns ($231/acre) 
Total fixed costs 












6 , ooo 
25 , 650 
31,650 





40 , 200 
6 ,ooo 
Simple arithmetic will show the net returns for other sizes of farms , 
or a break-even chart like Figure 7,  can be prepared. 
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Economics of Size of Beet and Potato 
Farms in Wyoming 
Beets and potatoes are high value crops often grown on irrigated 
farms in the Western States .  How small can these beet and potato farms 
be and yet provide the farm family with an adequate living? No studies 
of this question appear to have been made. However, Stevens has presented 
some costs and returns for irrigated crop enterprises secured from 49 
irrigation farmers in the Big Horn Basin of north central Wyoming and from 
57 farmers in the southeast Wyoming.12 These data will be used to estimate 
the income possibilities of various sizes of beet and potato farms in 
Wyoming. 
The 49 Big Horn Basin farmers had an average of 380 acres of irrigated 
cropland valued at $300 an acre. Of this land 305 acres were in the crops 
listed below. The average yields and average unit prices for 1961-65 were: 
Crop Acres Yields Price 
Sugar beets 87 15 .3  tons $15 . 00 
Corn-grain 13 80 bushels 1 .15 
Corn-silage 12 16 tons 6 .67 
Alfalfa hay 72 3 . 9  tons 20 . 00 
Barley 43 75 bushels 1.20 
Oats 28 70 bushels 0 . 70 
Dry beans 50 18 .5 cwt .  6 . 60 
Per acre credits for by-products were as follows : sugar beet tops $16 ; 
corn fodder , oats, and barley straw $5; bean straw $3 ; hay $2. 
Stevens ' enterprise costs are sunnnarized in Table 10 . By applying 
these prices and costs to the acreages given above , the 305 acre farm was 
found to have an average gross return of $141 an acre and an average vari­
able cost of $84 an acre. Total fixed costs for machinery on this average 
farm was $4,440, and total net returns to labor and management, including 
all hired labor , were $12 ,850 . When the hired labor is paid, the net re­
turns to the farm family would undoubtedly be sharply reduced, but the 
amount of labor involved could not be determined. 
What would be the net returns on smaller farms using the same cost 
and return figures? The figures for a JOO-acre farm as well as for three 




Table 10. --Characteristics of irrigated farms and costs and returns by crops, 
Big Horn Basin, Wyoming, 1966 
Beets 
No. farmers growing 35 
Average acres grown 87 
Yield unit ton 
Yield per acre 16 
Price per unit $ 15 
a Gross return per acre 256 
f Total costs per acreb 203 
c Net profits per acre 53 
d Fixed costs per acre 23 
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aGross returns include credit for by-products . bincluding all labor at $1.50 an hour. 
cReturns over all costs including labor. �achinery only. 9Includes operator' s  labor. 
f Potato data for 16 producers in southeastern Wyoming. 
Acres of cropland 100 150 200 300 
Total returns $14,100 $21,150 $28 , 200 $42,300 
Total fixed costs 4,440 4,440 4,440 4,440 
Total variable costs 8 ,400 12,600 16, 800 25, 200 
Total costs 12 , 840 17 ,040 21, 240 29 ,640 
Net returns 1 ,260 4,110 6,960 12,660 
While the total returns shown here include hired labor , if any, the amount 
of hired labor would probably be small. Hence , these returns approach 
what would be available for farm family living. 
Stevens did not list the machinery used by the Big Horn farmers. How­
ever, it is probable that those farms with only 100-200 acres of cropland 
had less machinery than did the average 305-acre farm, and it may be that 
these fixed costs should be reduced somewhat. However, a reduction in 
fixed machinery costs may be off set by more variable costs for custom work 
and possibly more hired labor . Therefore, it cannot be assumed that the 
net returns would increase by the same amount that fixed costs are reduced. 
Livestock is another factor affecting the net returns of the Big Horn 
Basin farmers . Stevens notes that these farmers fed an average of 216 
head of beef calves or equivalent in lambs. In addition, the average farm 
had 34 beef cows and a flock of 86 ewes to utilize the 33 acres of irrigated 
pasture and an unspecified amount of dryland pasture. The silage, hay and 
by-products were credited to crop production, but they would need to be 
charged to the livestock at the same rate in estimating any additional net 
returns from this source. Perhaps the most that can be expected from the 
livestock enterprises is that the values set on the by-products be achieved. 
Professor Roscoe Snapp, formerly beef production specialist, University of 
Illinois , used to tell his students that a beef cow should be regarded as 
a machine to convert urnnarketable roughages into a salable product. This 
view is supported by most studies not only of beef cattle but of sheep. 
Estimates based on such studies prepared by Aanderud and Crandall indicate 
the low net returns that can be expected from various beef and sheep enter­
prises .13 Under current prices and costs , net returns were only $2.50-
4.50 per cow-calf unit and $1.00-$3.00 per ewe. Feeder cattle averaged 
$3.50 to $17 . 00 a head. Feeder lambs returned only $49 per 100 head 
( Table 11) . 
Stevens also presented potato enterprise cost data on a survey of 16 
potato farms in southeastern Wyoming . He noted that these farms averaged 
109 acres of potatoes ,  but he did not indicate the other crops grown. 
Nevertheless ,  the income possibilities of potatoes can be evaluated by 
substituting 87 acres of potatoes for the 87 acres of sugar beets on the 
13wallace G. Aanderud and Francis Crandall , Planning for More 




Table 11.--Estimated costs and returns for various livestock enterprises ,  South Dakota , 1966 
Beef cow-- Beef cow-- Beef cow--
calf a feeders soldb feeder calf soldc 
Gross returns $95 . 42 $106. 16 $100 . 27 
Pasture costs 30 .45 30 . 60 36. 99 
Other feeds 24.34 31. 83 21 .62 
Cash costs 21. 58 21. 92 22.63 
Interest 15 .17 15 .64 15 . 52 
Depreciation 1.48 1 . 68 1 . 61 
Total costs 93.02 91.67 98. 37 
Net returns 2 . 40 4.49 1 . 90 
Labor (hours) ( 8 )  ( 9 )  ( 10 )  






132 . 02 
7.42 
3 . 60 
208 . 04 
3 . 57 
(4.5)  
a Assumes feeder calves sold, 88% calf crop, 16% replacement rate calving of 2-year olds. 
b calves sold feeders ,  88% calf Assumes as crop, 16% replacement rate calving of 2-year olds . 
cAssumes calves sold as feeders ,  90% calf crop, 16% replacement rate calving as 3-year olds. 
d A�sumes liberal grain and gain of 425 pounds in 7 .5  months on feed. 
� -..,J 
Table 11. --(Cont. ) Estimated costs and returns for various livestock enterprises, South Dakota , 1966 
Feeder steer Feeding heavy 
calf e steer calf f 
Grosl'l returns $241.08 $275. 29 
Pasture col'lts 
Other feeds 81. 60 65 .25 
Cash col'lts 129 . 37 193. 90 
Interest 9 . 64 8 . 14 
Depreciation 3 . 60 3 . 60 
Total costs 224.21 270 . 89 
Net returns 16 . 87 4.40 
Labor (hours) ( 6 . 6 )  (4 . 0 )  
Source : See first page of table. 
Ewe and Ewe and 
lambg lambh 
$22.58 $25.53 
6 . oo 6 . oo 
4 .15 4 .85 
9 .47 9 .53 
1 .59 1 . 60 
. 52 .52 
21. 73 22 .50 
. 85 3 . 03 
(2 .0 )  (2 .5 )  
eAssumes liberal roughage and gains of 600 pounds in 11 monthl'l on feed. 











(30 . 0 )  
gAl'lsumes 110% lamb crop, lambs sold as  feeders ,  20% replacement ewes purchal'led, 2'f, ewe death 
loss .  
hAl'll'lumes 110% lamb crop, half of lambs sold as feeders and all others fed and l'lold fat ;  20% 
replacement ewes purchal'led; 2% ewe death loss .  
iAssumes drylot, 3 month feeding period and gain of 30 pounds per lamb. 
' 
305-acre farm examined earlier. With potato yields of 170 cwt . per acre 
priced at $1.90 per cwt . ,  the net returns for these 87 acres would increase 
from $7,435 for beets to $12 ,069 for potatoes. 
Why is it then that sugar beet producers do not switch to potatoes7 
One reason is that the price of potatoes is very sensitive to supply and 
is therefore erratic (Figure 8) . When potatoes are in short supply rela­
tive to demand, the price is good and many farmers are induced to plant. 
But when the supply of potatoes is large , the price falls simply because 
the demand for potatoes is highly inelastic; that is,  a low price for 
potatoes does not induce people to eat a lot more of them. The production 
of sugar beets is subsidized with the acreage controlled, and while the 
income may be less,  price risks are also less . However, new land just 
brought into production may not be able to acquire a sugar beet allotment. 
In contrast, entry into potato production is not restricted by the govern­
ment, but risks are high. 
What then, can be said about the nun1lllum amount of irrigated cropland 
needed for an adequate level of living in Wyoming7 By almost any defini­
tion of adequacy it would appear that 100 acres of irrigated crops includ­
ing a large acreage of subsidized sugar beets are not enough. At least 
150 acres would appear to be needed even with some income from livestock. 
The precise amount would depend upon the definition of an adequate level 
of living. 
Irrigated Potato Farms in Idaho 
Irrigation of land is an expensive process.  To be profitable , high 
value crops must be produced at low cost. One such crop, popular in 
Idaho , is potatoes. Potato acreage has tripled since 1920 , doubled since 
1940 , and now constitutes 13 percent of all farms receipts in Idaho. 
The most remarkable change in potato production has been the sub­
stitution of machinery for labor. Seasonal labor, a variable cost, has 
been largely converted into machinery, a high fixed cost. What happens 
to this high fixed cost when it is spread over more acres7 Using the 
results of a survey of 88 irrigated potato farms as a basis,  Withers has 
sought to answer this question for potato production on the upper Snake 
River Valley and in south central Idaho. 14 
These two potato producing areas are similar , but farms on the upper 
Snake were smaller and were estimated to produce 200 cwt . of potatoes as 
compared to 211 cwt .  for the south central area. Land in both areas was 
valued at $250 an acre. Potatoes ,  sugar beets, small grain and alfalfa 
are the most important crops in both areas. In the southeastern, area cost 
data were secured from 20 potato farms that ranged from 600 to 838 acres 
14Russell V. Withers, Potato Production Costs, Idaho Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin 447 (1965). 
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Figure 8 . -··Relation of potato prices to potato product ion, ten years , Wyoming, 1
957-1966 
Source :  u . s .  Department of Agriculture Crop Production, Agriculture Marketing Service, 
Crop Report ing Board Annua l Summary Reports ,  (1957-1966). U . S .  Departmen� of 
Commerce, 
















each. These data were used to calculate the costs for potato enterprises 
ranging from 140 to 300 acres. While only about one-third of the cropland 
was in potatoes ,  only the costs of potato production were analyzed. 
Withers made no attempt to estimate the gross returns from the potato 
crop. No doubt the main reason was that potato prices are highly erratic . 
He did present Idaho potato production and prices graphically for the years 
1950-1963 as reproduced in Figure 9 .  In only five of these 13 years were 
potato prices higher than $1.50 per cwt. Since they ranged from $1.00 to 
$1.50 per cwt. during the remaining eight years ,  it seemed reasonable to 
use $1. 25 for this analysis of returns to labor and management. At this 
price the total gross returns in southeastern Idaho would be $264 an acre . 
Withers found that the variable cost per acre was $1.54. This included 
seed costs of $50 an acre,  fertilizer costs of f30 an acre, and the hired 
labor and operator ' s  labor cost of $32 an acre . 5 It appears that $14 of 
the $32 are hired labor charges .  Because the object of this review is to 
determine the residual for all labor and management, whether hired or not, 
the hired labor costs have been subtracted leaving an average variable cost 
of $140 an acre. 
Total fixed costs of potato production consist of "costs • • •  not related 
directly to output such as machine depreciation, insurance, property taxes 
interest on investment and operator labor. 1116 In order to determine the 
net returns to labor and management, the operator ' s  labor needs to be 
subtracted from total fixed costs . Unfortunately, this is not easily done 
because the amount of operator ' s  labor is not clearly stated. An alternate 
solution is to estimate machinery fixed costs. This is easier since 
Withers states that "potato machinery investment was essentially the same 
on all these farms . "  He also notes that the minimum amount of equipment 
necessary to maintain a reasonable potato enterprise was about $38 , 700 . 
Depreciation on this machinery at 10 percent would be $3 ,870 a year. 
Interest at 6 percent on inventory value ( one-half new cost) is another 
$1,161, making a total of $5 ,031. To this amount should be added taxes ,  
insurance and housing costs. Thus , total fixed costs would be approxi­
mately $5,200. 
Using the price-cost data just presented, the net returns to labor 
and management for three given acreages of potatoes are as follows : 
15Ib. d  l . ,  pp. 14, 18 . 
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Figure 9 .--Relation of potato prices to potato production, Idaho , 1950-1962 
Source : Withers, Potato Production Costs, p. 19.  
Acres of potatoes 50 70 100 
Total gross returns $13 ,200 $18 ,500 $26 ,400 
Total fixed costs 5 , 200 5 ,200 5 , 200 
Total variable costs 7 ,000 9 ,800 14,000 
Total costs 12, 200 15 , 000 19, 200 
Net returns 1,000 3 ,500 7 ,200 
Total labor ( hours ) (l,100) (1 ,540) (2 ,200) 
Return per hour $ 0 .90 $ 2 .25 $ 3 . 24 
Average costs per acre 2.44 2 .14 1 .92 
Net returns per acre 0 .20 0 .50 0 . 72 
What do these figures indicate about the minimum size of irrigated 
farm needed to provide an adequate income? First, it should be recalled 
that these farmers use a three-year rotation of potatoes ,  small grain and 
alfalfa . This means that if 70 acres of potatoes are desired, then there 
must also be 70 acres of small grain and 70 acres of alf al.fa or 210 acres 
of cropland. Such rotations are generally deemed necessary to control 
potato diseases and insects and help maintain yields . Second, there prob­
ably needs to be some pasture land for livestock. It then appears that 
perhaps 240 acres would be required to provide an adequate income if a 
70-acre potato enterprise were selected as a starting point. 
It is quite possible , of course, that the fixed machinery costs on 
the smaller potato enterprise could be reduced somewhat by the use of 
custom harvesting , or joint ownership of machinery; yet there are limits 
to these possibilities since generally all farmers in the community need 
the equipment at the same time . In evaluating the acreage needed it 
should be kept in mind that (1)  small grains and alfalfa are generally 
less profitable crops than are potatoes and (2) the prices of potatoes 
are highly erratic with consequent variations in net returns . 
Irrigation in Willamette Valley, Oregon 
Suppose federal public lands similar to those of the Willamette 
Valley of Oregon are found suitable for irrigation. How large would 
these farms need to be to provide a farm family with an adequate level 
of living? A 1955 study, made by Caldwell and Castle of income possi­
bilities of supplemental irrigation in that area, helps answer this 
question. 17 Information needed for this study was obtained from a 
survey of farms which were classified into three groups with average 
sizes of 40 acres,  103 acres (60 irrigated) and 280 acres ( 80 irrigated) . 
l7H. W.  Caldwell and E.  N .  Castle , Economics of Supplemental 
Irri ation on Polk Count Farms , Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station 
Miscellaneous Paper 39 April 1957) . 
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Many of the farmers with 40 acres or less had off-farm employment. 
If these farmers were to devote full time to farming , the enterprises 
and combination selected would need to provide incomes comparable to their 
off-farm opportunities.  One auch combination considered was as follows : 
Crop Acres 
Strawberries 4 
Pole beans 16 
Canning corn 15 
The returns to the operator for his labor 
as follows : 
Total gross returns 
Hired labor costs 
Machinery and building 
depreciation costs 
Interest on investment 
Water costs 
All other costs 
Total costs 





and management were calculated 








Whether a person could afford to give up an off-farm income for such 
returns depends upon the amount of that income as well as upon personal 
preferences .  No doubt, many would find $3,300 inadequate. 
When 60 acres of irrigated land were devoted largely to producing 
feeds for various livestock enterprises, the operator ' s  returns for his 
labor and management were as follows : 
Dairy, 40 cows 
Dairy, 60 cows 
Beef, 60 cows 
Beef, 75 cows 
Beef, 92 feeders 









Feeding 92 head of beef calves would require an additional capital invest­
ment and would give the operator $4,200 if 1954 prices were paid and 
received for the calves .  Because the difference or margin between prices 
paid and received is so important and variable , it is doubtful whether 
this enterprise would produce the stability of income needed--even if it 
were judged to be adequate . A 60-cow dairy herd would produce a fairly 
attractive income of $5,800. This herd would require one full-time 
hired man and another hired man for six months during the summer. If 
family members were available for part of this labor, thus reducing 
costs, net returns would increase accordingly. One full-time man was 
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assumed to be hired with the 40-cow herd. The beef cow enterprises ,  and 
dryland crop production all failed to produce any income under the condi­
tions assumed. 
A larger 280-acre farm with 80 acres of irrigated land would give the 
farmer higher returns for his labor and management. For example , the 60-
cow dairy herd that produced $5,800 net returns on a 103-acre farm (60 
irrigated) would now return $6,900. And by increasing both the size of 
the farm and the number of feeders fed (from 92 to 150 head) , returns to 
the farmer could be increased from $4,200 to $7,200. Dryland farming of 
the 280 acres without livestock produced a net return for operator ' s  labor 
and management of only $2,900--thus showing the importance of both irriga­
tion and livestock. 
The study reviewed here indicates that 280 acres of land .(with 80 acres 
irrigated) would provide considerably more income than the smaller 103-acre 
farms but would also require considerably larger investment in irrigation 
development and livestock. The study does not support the idea that a 160-
acre farm with 60 acres irrigated would provide a satisfactory or adequate 
level of living for a farm family, except possibly where milk production 
is to be the main enterprise . 
Irrigation on Deschutes Project, Oregon 
The need for irrigation farms large enough to provide an adequate 
level of living is well illustrated by the history of the North Unit of 
the Deschutes Irrigation project of west central Oregon as presented by 
Kimball and Castle.18 The first water was delivered to the 50,000-acre 
North Unit in 1946, and by 1949 water had been delivered to all the project 
lands. The project was originally divided into 642 operating units, but 
by 1957 this number had been reduced to 407 units, or 37 percent less.  The 
changes in number of farms by size were as follows : 
Size. class 1946 1221 Change (acres) ( percent) 
Under 40 148 68 -54 
40 to 80 225 95 -58 
80 to 160 247 156 -37 
Over 160 22 88 +30 
Totals 642 407 -37 
18Norman D. Kimball and Emery N. Castle, Historical Development and 
Ad ·ustments on North Unit Deschutes Irri ation Pro ·ect Farms , Oregon 
Agricultural Experiment Station Miscellaneous Paper 133 19 2) . 
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In 1946 the average size of the farms was 77 acres , but by 1958 the 
average size had increased by 60 percent to 122 acres. 
The distribution of the 50 ,000 acres among the different sizes 
of farms also changed drastically during the same period as shown in the 
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1�46 ( acres) 







1 , 600 -57 
6 , 200 -55 
18 ,500 -30 
22,200 +39 
Why the instability in farm size? To answer this and other questions, a 
survey of 56 farms in this irrigation project was made. The survey re­
vealed that the average crop income was nearly $20 , 000 and that more than 
half of this income was from potatoes. Potatoes were usually followed by 
two years of small grain and three years of alfalfa . One-fourth of the 
income was from grain, mostly wheat. Some farms produced alfalfa seed and 
a few, Merion bluegrass seed. 
Median net income was about $6 ,000, but there were wide variations . 
Two farms with the lowest incomes each lost $3,500,  while the two highest 
each made over $50 ,000 . The average farm had 152 acres,  and its average 
net income was $8,400.  The average net farm incomes by size of farm 
classes were as follows : 
Size class (acres) 
30 to 90 
90 to 160 
Over 160 
Average net income 
$ 1 ,198 
6 ,059 
19,461 
As is generally the case, a few of the largest farms made less net income 
than smaller farms . This indicates that the effect of size has been off­
set by other factors that tend to reduce farm income . Poor management, 
less valuable crops, local weather such as hail, and small numbers of live­
stock are often causes of these inconsistencies .  
By the use of farm budgets the authors were able to control manage­
ment, crop rotations , yields, prices and costs while the size of the farm 
was allowed to increase. Thus , the effect of increasing size alone could 
be demonstrated. The crop rotation plan contained 16 percent potatoes,  
33 percent small grain and 50 percent alfalfa. Yields and prices were 
held constant as follows : 
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Crop Yields Prices 
Potatoes 360 cwt. $ l.20 
Wheat 56 bushels 2.07 
Barley 70 bushels 0 .98 
Alfalfa 42 tons 15.50 
Some other characteristics of the three farm sizes and the operator ' s  net 
returns for his labor and management were as follows : 
Cropland acres 60 140 240 
Value of land per acre $ 250 $ 250 $ 250 
Machinery cost per acre 166 84 100 
Total gross returns 8 ,355 18 ,423 31,280 
Total fixed costs 1,463 2,578 5 ,071 
Total variable costs 5 ,963 12 ,480 19, 658 
Total costs 7 ,426 15 ,058 24,729 
Net returns 929 3 ,365 6 ,551 
Average cost per acre 124 108 103 
Net returns per acre 15 24 27 
The increase in machinery costs between the 140-acre farm and the 
240-acre farm was due , in part, to a shift from custom hire to ownership 
of machinery. The increases in net returns once again demonstrate the 
importance of farm size. 
Livestock are not included in these budgets. In appraising the 
results,  it should be noted that 60 percent of the 56 farmers surveyed 
owned livestock. Feeder cattle were reported on 41 percent of the farms , 
dairy cows on 18 percent , ewes on 9 percent and beef cows on 5 percent. 
Gross income from livestock averaged nearly $9,000 per farm. If efficient­
ly managed, the livestock would increase the net returns to the operator 
for his labor and management. 
It should also be mentioned that the 240-acre farm includes $3,000 
for hired labor. If members of the family could perform part of this 
labor, income for family living would be increased accordingly. 
Irrigated Farms in Imperial Valley, California 
In the event that federal public lands similar to those of the 
Imperial Valley in California are found to be suitable for irrigation, 
what would be the minimum size of farm that would provide an adequate 
level of living for a farm family? 
Dean and Carter interviewed 86 growers in the Imperial Valley and 
used the information to study the effect of farm size on costs and 
returns. 19 The Imperial Valley borders on Mexico in the southeastern 
part of California and is about 45 miles long and 30 miles wide. It 
contains about 900 ,000 acres with 500 ,000 acres presently irrigated. 
The climate is arid with low humidity, and the Valley receives less than 
three inches of rainfall per year. It is hot, with temperatures of 
100° F.  from March to November, and the winters are mild enough to 
permit farming all year. Lettuce , for example ,  is harvested from late 
December to April, and livestock can be pastured from November to March. 
Farms in the Imperial Valley have been growing larger at a rapid pace 
as can be seen in the following figures : 
Size class 1240 
(acres) (percent) 
Under 100 66 
100 to 180 15 
180 to 260 5 
260 to 500 8 
500 to 1, 000 3 









Note the 20 percent decline in farms under 100 acres in size and the 
sharp increase in the larger farms , especially those of 500 acres or 
more . 
Inevitably as farms became larger , an increasing percentage of all 
land is found in the bigger farms as can be seen in these figures : 
Size class 1240 1222 
(acres) (percent) ( percent) 
Under 100 16 4 
100 to 180 14 5 
180 to 260 8 4 
260 to 500 17 13 
500 to 1 ,000 14 23 
1 ,000 or more 30 51 
Note the decline in percentage of land held by farms under 500 acres and 
the sharp increase in percentage held by farms larger than 500 acres .  
The 37 field crop farmers surveyed had the following crops and 
yields per acre : 
l9Harold o. Carter and Gerald W. Dean, Cost-Size Relationships for 
Cash Crop Farms in Imperial Valley, California , California Agricultural 
Experiment Station Giannini Foundation Research Report 253 (1962) . 
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Crops grown Acres Yields 
Sugar beets 2ll 22 tons 
Cotton 240 2.2 bales 
Barley 273 1 .8  tons 
Flax 179 4.5 bushels 
Alfalfa hay 478 6 .o  tons 
The typical farm had nearly 1,100 acres of land of which 1,000 was 
irrigable. About half the land was owned and half rented. The annual 
labor bill was $44,000 of which $34,000 was for hired labor and the rest 
for management--including the operator ' s .  
Because of the nature of the crops and the high labor requirements 
and costs , machinery investment was heavy. The average was $40 , 000 but 
ranged from $1,000 to $3.50 , 000. 
The average annual gross income of these 37 farms was nearly $200 ,000 
but ranged from $20 , 000 to $1,.500 ,000. Their productive cash expenses 
averaged $.53, 000 but ranged from $.5 ,000 to $354,000. 
Quite clearly, few of the 80 farms surveyed represented the nunJ..lllUlll 
size necessary to produce an adequate level of living for a farm family. 
However, the data does present a point of departure for the search. In 
the study previously cited Carter and Dean also determined the least cost 
acreage for field crops in the Imperial Valley. They used the following 
crops , yields and prices to find total revenue per acre : 
Crop Acres Yields Prices 
( percent) 
Alfalfa 40 6 . o  tons $ 26 . 00 
Barley 20 1 . 75 tons 4.5 . 00 
Flax 10 45 bushels 2.90 
Sugar beets 1.5 22 tons 14. 39 
Cotton 1.5 2 .2  bales 158.40 
Cotton seed 1.5 1 . 0  tons 40 . 00 
The total gross returns for these field crops was $202 an acre ( Carter 
and Dean, Table 6) . To handle 320-640 acres of these crops a $59 ,000 
investment in machinery was deemed necessary. Carter and Dean indicate 
that the average fixed cost of machinery was $18 an acre when spread 
over 400 acres ( their Fig. 4) . Hence , total fixed costs would be $7 ,200 
($18 x 400) . 
Carter and Dean also show that total average costs are $170 an acre 
( their Fig • .5) . Therefore ,  the average variable cost can be obtained by 
subtracting average fixed costs of $18 an acre. Because the farmer and 
his family may be able to provide all of the labor on the smaller farms , 
the $27 an acre labor charge may also be subtracted leaving an average 
variable cost of $12.5 an acre ($170-18-27=$125) .  
Using these gross returns and costs the operator ' s  net returns for 
his labor and management ( including bookkeeping and supervision) can be 
approximated as follows for these three sizes of farms : 
CroEland acres 100 160 200 
Total returns $20 , 200 $32,320 $40,400 
Total fixed costs 7 ,200 7 , 200 7 , 200 
Total variable costs 12,500 20, 000 25 ,000 
Total costs 19 ,700 27,200 32,200 
Average total costs 197 157 161 
Net returns 500 5 ,120 8 , 200 
Labor (hours ) ( 2 ,400) ( 3 , 740) (4,800) 
Return per hour 0 . 21 1 . 37 1 . 71 
As noted, the $7,200 of fixed costs are for machinery capable of handling 
up to 640 acres of crops. With a reduction of up to 200 acres of cropland 
less costly machines might reduce costs and increase net returns . Greater 
specialization or custom hire might eliminate some machinery and reduce 
costs . Carter and Dean use $1.60 an hour for skilled labor and $ .80 an 
hour for unskilled. About half of the labor was unskilled. Hence, the 
average rate would be about $1.20 an hour . Any returns above this rate 
would be returns for management including supervision of labor , bookkeeping, 
risks, and uncertainty. 
As part of this same study Carter and Dean also investigated a crop 
rotation with one-third less sugar beets and cotton and one-third more 
barley, a rotation that they stated might be "representative of young or 
new field cro� farmers . "  This change in the crop rotation reduced gross 
returns from $202 to $174 an acre. While costs were also reduced, net 
returns fell about $3 an acre at the 400-acre size. 
The authors also investigated the effects of a 50 percent increase 
in wages with unskilled wages being increased from $ .80 to $1. 20 and 
skilled from $1.60 to $2 .40 an hour . They found ( pp .  34-36) that these 
wage changes would increase total average costs about 10 percent regard­
less of the size of farm. However , if farms under 400 acres used mechan­
ical cotton picking for their second crop, their costs would increase only 
6-7 percent while those of 1 ,000 acres or more would still be 10 percent 
higher since they were already assumed to be using mechanical pickers. 
Additional technology such as replacing hand hoeing and thinning with weed 
sprays , flame cultivation, and mechanical blocking for both cotton and 
sugar beets made little or no difference in costs for farms of 1,000 acres 
or more. The effect of new technology on crop yields would vary with many 
factors and especially with the skill with which it was used. Small farm­
ers might have considerable advantage in this respect over larger ones 
that had to depend on hired labor. Also as noted, costs would increase 
less for the smaller farmers. This cost advantage would be still greater 
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if there were a 100 percent increase in wages ( Carter and Dean, Fig. 7) . 
However, while any increase in wages would favor family farms , farms of 
1 , 000 acres or more would still have the lowest costs per acre. 
Cotton-General Crop Farms, San Joaguin Valley, California 
Some evidence concerning the mininn.un size of a cotton-general crop 
farm in the San Joaquin Valley which would provide an adequate income can 
be gained from cost and return studies of a typical farm in the Valley 
by Goodsell and others .20 Goodsell declares that "In all instances ,  the 
typical farms are important operating units in the specific area and in 
most instances they are the most common units ."  The cotton-general crop 
farm in the San Joaquin Valley on which he reports had the following 

































Thus , the gross returns per acre averaged $234 for this farm. Since 
these returns are typical for the area, it is reasonable to assume that 
they can be secured on farms of somewhat different sizes so long as 
size does not cause untimely operations that lower yields. 
Goodsell reports that total costs for this 314-acre typical farm 
were $67,900 of which $47, 823 were operating expenses and $20 , 093 were 
current interest on capital investment. When these expenses are sub­
tracted from the total gross income of $73 ,400,  there remains $5 ,400 for 
operator ' s  labor and management. He also shows that if the historic inter­
est rate of 4.1 percent is used for all capital, the returns for the oper­
ator ' s  labor and management are $10 ,200 ; but since this review is concerned 
with the future rather than the past, current interest rates are used in 
this analysis. The total fixed cost of the $32,000 machinery investment 
is about $7,500. Of this amount $5,571 is depreciation, and $1,600 is 
20Wylie D.  Goodsell and others,  Farm Costs and Returns, Connnercial 
Farms by Type, Size and Location, U .S .  Department of Agriculture, 
Agriculture Information Bulletin 230 ( 1967) , pp. 56-57. 
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interest on investment at 5 percent.21 The balance is taxes,  insurance 
and housing costs.  Since total costs are $67,900, subtraction of the 
$7,500 total fixed costs leaves total variable costs of $60 ,4DO for this 
Jl4-acre farm. Thus the variable cost is $192 an acre. 
These figures may now be used to explore the net returns that might 
be secured from farms of other sizes : 
Cropland acres 200 JOO 400 
Total gross returns $46,800 $70 ,200 $9J , 600 
Total fixed costs 7 ,500 7,500 7,500 
Total variable costs J8,4DO 57 ,600 76,800 
Total costs 45,500 64,500 8J,500 
Net returns 900 5 ,100 9,JOO 
Operator ' s  labor (hours) (1 ,660) (2 ,490) (J ,J20) 
Return per hour 0 . 54 2 . 05 2 .80 
It is assumed that the size changes indicated do not affect gross returns 
of $2J4 an acre, variable costs of $190 an acre , and total fixed costs of 
$7,500.  However , although total fixed costs are constant, the average 
fixed costs fall as they are spread over more acres .  As a result, average 
total costs fall and net returns increase as shown in these figures : 
Cropland acres 200 JOO 400 
Gross returns per acre $2J4 $2J4 $2J4 
Average total costs 
per acre 2JO 217 211 
Net returns per acre 4 17 2J 
While there is no reason to believe that the differences in size would 
affect either gross returns or variable costs , it is possible that total 
fixed costs could be reduced on the 200-acre farm by using custom hire 
for certain operations . However, it seems quite unlikely that these costs 
could be reduced by more than $1,000 , and this reduction is not enough to 
provide $J ,OOO net returns on this 200-acre farm. If $5,000 is deemed an 
adequate income for a farm family, a JOO-acre farm is needed under the 
conditions that existed in 1966 . 
21Depreciation from Wylie D. Goodsell , Economic Research Service, 
U . S .  Department of Agriculture (letter , 14 November 1968) .  
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VI. ECONOMICS OF SIZE OF DRYLAND FARMS 
What is the nunimum size of dryland farm needed to provide the farm 
family in the Western States with an adequate income? Obviously, the 
size needed will be considerably larger than in southern Iowa where rain­
fall is plentiful and the growing season long. It will also be consider­
ably larger than that of irrigated farms with their high yields of valuable 
crops . 
There is much historical data to indicate that the dryland farms 
created by the 160-acre and 320-acre limitations on homesteads have been 
too small for the Western States .  The evidence is found in repeated 
and persistent efforts to get these limitations changed, in the failure 
of farmers to get approval for entry, and in the high rate of failure to 
secure patents as revealed by data presented elsewhere in this report. 
If the homestead laws created farms that are too small, how large 
should they be? The answer varies depending upon yields, costs and 
prices of the particular area. Fortunately, there have been studies made 
that discuss the economics of farm size. These will now be reviewed by 
means of the same techniques used for irrigated farms in the foregoing 
discussion. 
Wheat-Fallow Farms in Montana 
Wheat-fallow farms are characteristic of much of the wheat growing 
areas of Colorado, Montana and Wyoming. If additional wheat-fallow farms 
are to be created out of public lands, how large must they be to provide 
an adequate income for a farm family? Rude provides some information on 
this point in his study of three alternative wheat-fallow plans for four 
sizes of farms in northeastern Montana.22 Data for the study was secured 
from a survey of 39 farms in this area. 
Only the most profitable plan will be discussed. This plan places 
about one-fourth of the cropland in the Conservation Reserve . The crop 
plans , number of cows kept, and machinery investment are shown in the 
following figures : 
22 LeRoy C .  Rude , Land Use Alternatives for Dryland Grain-Livestock 
Operators in Northeastern Montana, Montana Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin 572 (1962). 
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Total acres in farm 1,370 1 ,760 2,830 5 ,080 
Cropland total acres 470 846 1,306 2 ,520 
Wheat acres 125 260 410 800 
Fallow acres 125 260 410 800 
Conservation reserve acres 126 236 332 672 
Hay-alfalfa, etc . -acres 94 90 154 248 
Cows , nUlllber 38 36 62 101 
Machinery investment $12,000 $15 ,000 $17,000 $23,000 
Conservation payment rates used were $7.66 an acre for diverted acres and 
$3.83 for non-diverted acres ( summer fallow) . Spring wheat yields used 
were 13 bushels per planted acre. This was the 12-year average for the 
area for 1944-1955 . The wheat price used was $1 .72 per bushel. Cropland 
was valued at $50 an acre while pasture was valued at $10 an acre. A 5 
percent interest rate was used on land and 6 percent on machinery and 
livestock. 
For the best of three alternative wheat programs in 1960, Rude ' s  
budgets showed the following gross income , expenses and net returns to the 
operator for his labor and management : 
Total acres in farm 
Cropland total acres 
Total gross returns 
Cash expenses 
Depreciation 
Interest on investment 
Total costs 
Net returns 
Average total costs per acre 









































Rude ' s  analysis suggests that at least 4,000 acres or more may be needed 
to provide an adequate level of living under the conditions assumed in 
this study. The most profitable of the sizes studied was the 5 ,080-acre 
farm. The main reason is that the costs per acre are lowest for this farm 
( see last two lines of table) .  
Using another survey of 39 farmers as a source of information, Rude 
also made a study of the effect of size and alternative crop-livestock 
plans on net returns in north central Montana . 23 The size of farms and 
23LeRoy C.  Rude , Land Use Alternatives for Pryland Grain-Livestock 
Operators in North Central Montana , Montana Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 571 ( 1962). 
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the crop plans were the same as those for northeastern Montana and need 
not be repeated here. But since winter wheat is grown in this area, a 
winter wheat yield of 20 . 2  bushels per planted acre was used--the 12-year 
average from 1944-1955.  Note that this is 7 . 2  bushels higher yield than 
used in northeastern Montana . However, the price of winter wheat was 
$1. 61 a bushel--11 cents less than spring wheat. The payment for Conserva­
tion Reserve acres was $8. 90 an acre and $4. 45 for swnmer fallow. Cattle 
prices used were the same in both studies: $19 per cwt. for cows and $23 
per cwt. for feeder calves .  A few more cows were kept in the north central 
area than in the northeastern area . For these reasons gross income was 
higher, but costs were also higher. 
Land values in the north central area were assumed to be 50 percent 
higher than in the northeastern area; listed values per acre were $75 for 
cropland and $15 for pasture. Machinery investment was also somewhat 
higher. 
For the most profitable wheat-fallow plan, the total gross return s ,  
costs , and net returns to the operator for his labor and management follow: 
Total acres in farm 1,370 1, 760 2 , 830 5 , 080 
Cropland acres 470 846 1,306 2 , 520 
Total gross returns $ 8, 878 $13 , 823 $21,395 $40 , 177 
Cash expenses 2 , 500 3 , 391 4, 673 8, 231 
Depreciation 1, 932 2 , 351 2 , 753 4 , 121 
Interest on investment 3, 889 5 , 596 8,556 15 , 030 
Total costs 8, 321 ll, 338 15 , 982 27, 382 
Net returns 557 2 , 485 5, 413 12, 795 
Average total costs per acre 18 13 12 11 
Net returns per acre 1 3 4 5 
These figures suggest that over 2 , 000 acres are needed if $5, 000 is con­
sidered an adequate income for a farm family in this area. Mainly because 
of lower costs per acre, the 5 , 080-acre farm was again the most profitable 
( see last two lines of table) . 
As can be seen in the previous figure� depreciation on machinery and 
buildings and interest on investment are important costs that affect net 
returns. Should purchase price or salvage ( s elling) price be used in 
calculating these costs? Bucher and Quenemoen have raised this question 
in their study of four farm sizes in the "Triangle Area" of north central 
Montana. 24 Their study was based on a survey of 16 farms in an area noted 
24Robert F .  Bucher and M. E. Quenemoen, "Returns from Dryland Farming 
in the Triangle ,," mimeographed, Montana Agricultural Experiment Station 
( 1967) . 
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for its relatively uniform soils, topography, and yields. Additional 
information was secured regarding machinery size s ,  capacities ,  and life 
from engineering reports .  Using this information, least-cost budgets were 
prepared for four farms with 400 acres , 900 acres , 1,500 acres and 2 ,400 
acres of cropland. 
Regardless of the size of farms it was assumed that 65 percent of the 
seeded cropland was in wheat yielding 25 bushels an acre on summer fallow 
and 35 percent in barley yielding 33 bushels an acre. Estimated price s ,  
including government payments , were $1.64 a bushel for wheat and $ . 80 a 
bushel for barley. Thus a constant mix of rotations , yields, practio� s ,  
and operating costs was assumed for all four farms , but two land and 
machinery prices were used--acquis ition and salvage . 
Land purchase on acquisition price was set at $158 an acre. But 
salvage values ranged from $124 an acre for the smallest farm to $130 an 
acre for the largest because of selling costs . Machinery purchase on 
acquisition price was set at 10 percent more than investment value as 
usually calculated (new cost less scrap value divided by two) , and sale 
or salvage price was set at 15 percent less than investment value. The 
total farm investment is strongly affected by this choice in land and 
machinery prices as can be seen in the land and machinery investment fig­
ures that follow: 
Total acres 860 1,935 3 , 225 5,160 
Acquisition $150 , 000 $348 ,000 $583 ,000 $904,000 
Salvage 117 , 000 278,000 471,000 737 ,000 
Difference 33, 000 70 , 000 112 ,000 167 ,000 
The farmer ' s  net returns for his labor and management at acquisition 
and salvage prices are shown in these figures :  
Total acres 860 1,935 3 ,225 5,160 
Cropland acres 400 900 1 ,500 2,400 
At acquisition prices $ -225 $ -392 $ -279 $ 3 , 368 
At salvage prices 1 ,407 3 ,118 5,370 11,711 
Perhaps the most important implication of this study is for young farmers 
who must pay acquisition prices for land and machinery. They will need 
at least 2,400 acres of cropland (5 ,200 total) to provide them with any 
hope of achieving a satisfactory level of living under the assumptions of 
this study. 
Wheat-Fallow Farms in Wyoming 
If federal public lands in Wyoming are to be made available for dry­
land wheat production, how large should these farms be if the farm family 
is to have an adequate income? Krenz and Miller determined the best man­
agement plans for six typical farm size� in southeastern Wyoming where more 
than 60 percent or more of its wheat is produced. 25 
Wheat accounts for only about 7 percent of total cash receipts of 
Wyoming farms and ranches .  Nearly all of the wheat is grown in the ten 
eastern counties under dryland conditions. A wheat-fallow strip cropping 
system is generally used. Strips vary in width depending upon how sus­
ceptible the soil is to blowing. Hard red winter wheat is seeded in 
August or September on the summer fallow. Stubble on the harvested strips 
is left standing until the following spring to prevent soil blowing. When 
the fall seeding has grown enough to prevent wind erosion, the stubble is 
worked with large tractors and cultivators or rod weeders . Harvesting is 
done by pull-type or self-propelled combines .  
Twenty-year average crop yields were used in the analysis of alterna­
tive plans . These yields which take crop losses into account were :  wheat, 
16 bushels per planted acre;  barley, 21 bushels per planted acre. The 
wheat price used was $1 .72 a bushel. Krenz and Miller analyzed the prob­
able effects of nine possible wheat programs on six sizes of farms . A 
three-price program gave the highest net returns to the farmer for his 
labor and management on all farms. The gross returns , costs and net re­
turns for the four largest farms were as follows : 
Total acres in farm 
Pasture acres 
Cropland acres 
Wheat allotment acres 
Return to land and operator 
Land charge 
Net returns to operator 
Net returns per acre 
Labor ( hours) 


















5 . 21 
(971) 
3 . 67 
1,400 
309 
1 , 091 
329 
















The land charge consisted of 5 percent of the value of the land with crop­
land valued at $70 and pasture at $25 an acre. 
Feeder calves were used in all farm plans and sheep were included in 
plans for the two largest farms where pasture was an important resource. 
The number of calves and sheep varied depending upon the cropping system 
used. With the addition of livestock enterprises,  these four farms re­
flect other differences besides the changes in farm size, and therefore 
25Ronald D. Krenz and Thomas A .  Miller, Wheat Farming in Wyoming; 
(1)  Characteristics and Clarification of Wheat Farms and ( 2) Profit 
Maximizin Plans for S ecialized Wheat Farms in Southeast omin , 
Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletins 391 and 392 1962) . 
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the effects of size alone cannot be observed. 
Of the four sizes studied the 3 ,870-acre farm produced the highest 
net returns . If $5,000 is assumed to be an adequate income for a farm 
family, then a farm of at least 1 ,200 acres would be needed under the 
conditions assumed in this study. 
Wheat-Fallow Farms of Washington and Oregon 
How large must wheat-fallow farms of central Washington and north 
central Oregon be in order to provide an adequate income for a farm 
family? 
Goodsell and others have presented 1966 data for a typical 1 ,520-
acre farm in this area that helps answer this question.26 Of the 1 ,520 
acres in this farm, 1 , 100 acres were cropland. There were 400 acres of 
winter wheat and 100 acres of other small grains. About 600 acres were 
sWlllller fallowed. Crop yields per harvested acre were : wheat, 32.5 
bushels ; barley, 40 .9  bushels ;  and hay, 1.2 tons. A dozen beef cows 
were kept and a dozen pigs raised. 
Total farm capital was nearly $200 ,000 . Machinery and equipment 
investment was $21,000 , and land and buildings were valued at $167,000 . 
Total gross income was $34,325 of which wheat contributed $20 , 235 . 
Thus the average gross income per acre was $22.50 .  
Total costs were $26 , 827 and include interest on investment at 
current rates.  Total fixed costs of machinery were $3,500 and consisted 
of $2 ,237 for depreciation, $1, 050 for interest on machinery investment 
at 5 percent and taxes ,  insurance and housing charges.27 By subtracting 
the $3 ,500 total fixed costs from the $26 , 827 total costs , the total 
variable costs are found to be $23 ,327 .  For the 1,520-acre farm this 
is an average variable cost of $15.35 an acre. 
The net returns from smaller farms can now be determined--assuming 
machinery costs are fixed and all other returns and costs vary directly 
with the acres farmed. Thus the net returns to the operator for his 
labor and management for a 1 ,000-acre and for a 1, 250-acre farm as well 
as for the 1,520-acre typical farm would be as follows : 
26Wylie D .  Goodsell and others, Farm Costs and Returns, Commercial 
Farms by Type, Size and Location, U .S .  Department of Agriculture ,  Agri­
culture Information Bulletin 230 ( 1968) ,  pp. 66-67 . 
27Depreciation figure from Wylie D. Goodsell, Economic Reaearch 
Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture (1etterr 14 November 1968 ) .  
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Total acres in farm 1,000 1,250 1,520 
Cropland acres 720 900 1,100 
Total gross returns $22,500 $28 , 125 $33 , 750 
Total fixed costs 3 ,500 3 , 500 3 ,500 
Total variable costs 15, 250 19 ,062 23 ,327 
Total costs 18, 750 22 ,562 26 ,827 
Net returns 3 ,750 5 , 563 7,498 
Labor (hours) (2 ,260) ( 2 , 812) ( J , 420 ) 
Returns per hour $ 1 .66 $ 1 . 98 $ 2 .19 
Average total costs per acre 26 25 24 
Net returns per acre 5 6 7 
Of these three farms the largest appears to be the most profitable because 
the total costs per acre are lowest on this farm ( see last two lines of 
table) .  While it is possible that fixed costs might be reduced somewhat 
on the 1 ,000-acre farm, this analysis suggests that more than 1 ,000 acres 
would be needed to provide $5,000 for a farm family in this wheat-fallow 
area. 
Wheat-Pea Farms in Idaho and Washington 
What is the minimum size of a wheat-pea farm that will provide a 
satisfactory income for a farm family? Goodsell and others have presented 
costs and returns for a typical wheat-pea farm for 1957-59 , 19641 1965, and 1966 that are helpful in seeking an answer to this question. �8 
In 1966 the typical wheat-pea farm consisted of 615 acres of which 
412 were harvested, and 148 were listed as " other cropland" . The crops 






Other crops 26 
Pasture, etc. 203 
All other income , including 














28wylie D. Goodsell and others,  Farm Costs and Returns, Coillillercial 
Farms b e Size and Location, U .S .  Department of Agriculture, Agricul-
ture Information Bulletin 230 1967) , pp. 86-87. 
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The costs and net returns to the operator on this typical 615-acre 
farm were as follows : 
Total gross farm income 
Total operating expenses 





lJ , 009 
27,056 
10,446 
To explore the income possibilities of other farm sizes the fixed 
ownership costs of the $24,870 invested in machinery needs to be 
separated from other costs . Goodsell reports that annual machinery 
depreciation on this farm was $J ,178. 29 Interest on investment at 6 
percent was another $1,500 making a total of $4,778. Truces,  insurance 
and housing would probably increase the total fixed costs to $5,000 . 
Since total costs are $27 ,056 , subtraction of the fixed costs leaves 
total variable costs of $22, 056 or $J6 an acre . With these figures , 
the gross returns , costs , and net returns for three other sizes of 
farms can now be calculated as follows : 
Total acres in farm 200 400 500 
Total gross returns $12 ,200 $24,400 $J0 ,500 
Total fixed costs 5 , 000 5 ,000 5 ,000 
Total variable costs 7 , 200 14,400 18 ,000 
Total costs 12 , 200 19,400 2J ,OOO 
Net returns 0 5 , 000 7,500 
Labor (hours) (940) (1 ,880) (2 ,J50) 
Returns per hour $ 0 $ 2 .66 $ J .19 
Average total costs per acre 61 48 46 
Net returns per acre 0 12 15 
It is evident that a farm of at least 400 acres is the minimum if 
$5,000 net returns for labor and management are considered an adequate 
farm income . It should be noted, however , that even on this size of 
farm the operator would not be fully employed. 
Michalson also investigated farm size in the wheat-pea area of 
Washington and Idaho .JO Using linear programming he found the least 
29Wylie D. Goodsell, Economic Research Service, U .S .  Department 
of Agriculture (letter , 14 November 1968) .  
JOE .  L.  Michalson, Economics of Farm Size in the Washington-Idaho 
Wheat-Pea Area, Washington Agricultural Experiment Station Technical 
Bulletin 52 (1967) . 
cost plan for five farm sizes . The smallest size was a 600-acre farm 
with 522 acres of cropland. Gross returns , costs , and net returns on 
this farm were as follows : 
Total gross returns 
Total fixed costs 








These net returns of $3,064 on Michalson' s  600-acre farm are 
$7,400 less than the $10 ,446 net returns on Goodsell ' s  typical wheat­
pea farm of 615 acres .  Higher fixed costs are largely responsible for 
this difference. Whatever the comparative merits of the two studies , 
Michalson lends little support to the idea of small, but efficient,  
farms . He found that all measures of income and efficiency increased 
as farms were enlarged from 600 to 1,600 acres and that net returns 
continued to increase up to 1 ,900 acres. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
What is the l!l1rumum amount of land needed to provide a farmer and 
his family with an adequate income? The main purpose of this study was 
to help the Public Land Law Review Commission answer this question. The 
Connnission needs this information before it makes recommendations regard­
ing the 160-acre and 320-acre limitations of the homestead acts and other 
laws concerned with the disposal of federal public lands for crop pro­
duction. 
But what is an adequate living? This question must be answered be­
fore the minimwn amount of land is determined ,  and one purpose of this 
study was to provide information which will help the Connnission define 
" adequate" income . Another was to provide information about the incomes 
that can be expected from farms of various sizes by reviewing some studies 
of farm size that have been made in the Western States .  
Competition for labor and management plays an important role in deter­
mining what is considered an "adequate income" in any society. No society 
can long afford to encourage men to enter farming if they can contribute 
much more to society in s ome other line of work. It is generally true that 
a farmer making $5, 000 or less, for example , is doing both himself and 
society harm if he can earn $8 ,000 or more in some other kind of work. Most 
farmers will not continue farming under these circumstances nor should the 
federal government encourage them to do so.  On the contrary, the govern­
ment should make it easy for such people to find employment where their 
abilities can be fully utilized. Hence, the federal government should not 
create small inadequate farms that neither provide full employment nor 
adequate incomes for farm families .  To do so is to create rural slums . 
In recent years the President ' s  Council of Economic Advisors has been 
using $3 ,000 as the poverty line for family incomes .  With this $3 , 000 as 
a base,  economists have concluded that $5,200 is the poverty line for a 
family with three or four children when the oldest is 18 years of age or 
older . 
In the United States 54 percent of the farms produced less than $5 , 000 
worth of products in 1967. The realized net income of this group has av­
eraged only $1,200 a year since 1960 . Some 14 percent of the farmers pro­
duced $5 , 000 to $10, 000 worth of products in 1967. This group has averaged 
only $3,500 a year since 1960 . Another 32 percent of the farmers produce 
85 percent of all farm products sold and receive 74 percent of the total 
net farm income. Their net incomes have ranged from $8,000 to $12, 000 a 
year since 1960. 
How much gross income is needed to produce $5 , 000 of net income? 
Because farm expense s  average about 70 percent of gross income , about 
$16 , 000 of gross income is needed. The number of acres needed to produce 
this gross income depends upon the productivity of the land and the crops 
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grown. If the gross is $100 per acre, then 160 acres would be sufficient. 
Such a gross may be achieved in the heart of the Corn Belt, or under irri­
gated conditions , or when specialty crops are grown. If the gross is $50 
an acre, then 320 acres would be needed. Such crop incomes are typical of 
the western edge of the Corn Belt. If the gross is only $25 an acre, then 
640 acres are needed, and additional land may be needed for summer fallow. 
This latter gross income is typical of many dryland wheat producing area s .  
Whether or not a gross of $16,000 will produce a net income of $5 , 000 
depends upon the costs involved, and these vary widely from crop to crop 
and area to area. Careful analyses of both production possibilities and 
costs are needed to determine accurately the size of farm necessary to 
produce $5,000 of net income . 
A number of studies of farm size made in Iowa and the Western States 
were reviewed to determine the incomes that various sizes of farms would 
produce. The relation of size of irrigated farm to net returns for labor 
and management is shown in Figure 10. When $J , OOO is used as a poverty 
line , at least 160 acres of irrigated cropland are needed to prevent a 
poverty income. If $5 , 000 is used, nearly JOO acres of cropland would be 
needed to lift the net income above the poverty level . 
It is of interest to compare the relationship of average net returns 
from Iowa dryland field crops with that of the irrigated farms further 
west. About 200 acres of cropland are needed to produce $J , OOO of net 
returns under dryland conditions on upland farms in southern Iowa ( Figure 
10) . These farms are about 33 percent larger than western irrigated farms 
because of pasture and other land unsuited for crops in this area of Iowa . 
These whole-farm figures are presented in Figure 11 for comparison with 
other dryland farms of the West which are also on a whole-farm basi s .  Thus , 
even in southern Iowa with 32-inch annual rainfall and a 160-day frost­
free growing period, a 266-acre farm is needed to produce net returns of 
$),000 . 
In the Western States with much less precipitation, higher elevation 
and shorter growing seasons, much larger farms are needed. For example ,  
Wyoming wheat farms need at least 700 acres to achieve a $ J , OOO net return. 
If the poverty line is set at $5,000, farms in the Western States must 
exceed 1 , 200 acres in siz e .  In Montana , over 2 , 600 acres are needed to 
produce $5,000 net income . 
While studies of the economics of farm size reviewed are often based 
on varying assumptions regarding yields, prices and costs , the conclusion 
is inescapable that there can be no one minimum size of farm that will 
produce any given level of income that may be designated as "adequate" for 
a farmer and his family. If the Public Land Law Review Commission decides 
that $5 , 000 should be the minimum income , then the 160 and J20-acre limit­
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